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ABSTRACT
Many regions around the world suffer from a lack of authoritatively-collected data
on factors critical to understanding human well-being. This challenges our ability
to understand the progress society is making towards reducing poverty, improving
lifespans, or otherwise improving livelihoods. A growing body of research is
exploring how deep learning algorithms can be used to produce novel estimates of
sparse development data, and how access to such data can impact development
efforts. This dissertation contributes to this literature in three parts. First, using
Landsat 8 satellite imagery and data from the Armed Conflict Location & Event
Data Project, convolutional neural networks are trained to predict locations where
conflict is likely to result in fatalities for one year. Second, building on the findings
in chapter 1, this dissertation explores the potential to extend predictions to a
time series using both yearly and six month intervals. Finally, chapter 3 introduces
GeoQuery, a dynamic web application which utilizes a High Performance
Computing cluster and novel parallel geospatial data processing methods to
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Over the past decade satellites, sensors, and other devices have produced larger quantities
and more diverse types of geospatial data than ever before [138, 171, 222]. Despite an
increasing amount of data being collected, use of that data is often still limited by ac-
cessibility, human capacity, and resources [43]. The use of geospatial data in particular
is limited by data silos, knowledge of geographic information systems (GIS) and software
needed to work with geospatial data, and the computational resources often required to
prepare large and complex datasets for analysis [73, 74, 76, 87, 192]. Overcoming these bar-
riers is a significant focus of organizations including the United Nations and its partners,
who monitor and evaluate progress of international development efforts through global
partnerships such as the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) [38, 82, 112].
1.1 Data Access & Availability
The collection of efforts to fill the gaps in data that is available and accessible, both for
development applications and other uses, so that anyone can leverage the data for decision-
making and to discover new opportunities has been defined as data democratization [131].
Democratizing data does not only impact researchers and analysts; providing even small,
less technical groups with access to easy to use data can have meaningful impacts [179].
Calls to expand open access to data, knowledge, code, methods and more have become
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increasingly relevant as data and analysis are used to make decisions that shape the world
[5, 8, 114, 181, 188, 206].
International development organizations such as the World Bank have discussed the
significance of not only open data, but also open knowledge and open solutions which
shape development research and policy [226]. Just as the World Bank recognizes that
sharing data and knowledge is key to future success [226], geographers have discussed the
potential risks associated with modeling and other GIS methods being controlled by a
minority [153]. The need for open data and methods is underscored by the data gap found
in many developing countries - basic information on demographics, living standards, and
health is collected far less frequently than advised by development organizations [117].
The ability to regularly measure levels of poverty, education, health, and other in-
dicators from the Sustainable Development Goals is a critical component of identifying
populations in need around the world [38, 82]. Local data collection through a census or
household surveys can be complex and costly to implement, but is necessary for govern-
ments and development organizations to make informed decisions about where and what
aid is needed [47, 107, 193]. Research has shown that decisions made using national ag-
gregates masks inequality within countries, and when provided with local data decision
makers can target resources more effectively [6, 176]. Even when relevant data is available,
challenges surrounding the use of data such as data silos, technical skills, and computa-
tional resources can limit the uptake and meaningful applications for research and decision
making [73, 76, 87].
1.2 Filling in the Gaps
Leveraging geospatial data that is collected on a consistent basis for the entire world by
satellites offers an opportunity to overcome gaps in data collected by surveys and other
costly mechanisms [112]. Remotely sensed geospatial data has been shown to be a powerful
proxy for socioeconomic outcomes and indicators [34, 90, 152]. One of the most prominent
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examples of this is the use of nighttime lights (NTL) as an indicator of economic activity
[34, 90, 152].
Recent efforts leveraging both the availability of satellite imagery and advances in
machine learning have resulted in novel methods for producing estimates of a variety
of development indicators including poverty, crop yield, infrastructure quality, and more
[104, 158, 215]. Using these methods to supplement sparse data collected through surveys
and other limited mechanisms can provide development researchers and practitioners with
data needed for decision making. Parallel efforts to improve the distribution of new and
existing geospatial data have also been introduced by multiple groups [68, 87, 192]. Free
and easy to use means of accessing geospatial data can provide new and valuable sources
of information to researchers and decision-makers who are constrained by GIS or technical
expertise and computational capacity.
This dissertation is motivated by ongoing efforts by international development organi-
zations as well as the broader geospatial community to expand access to data and methods
for working with geospatial data [29, 51, 76, 79, 84, 87, 112]. Global partnerships such as
the Sustainable Development Goals have driven innovative methods to expand the democ-
ratization of data [38, 82], and the accumulating impacts of COVID-19 on these efforts
reinforces the need for alternative strategies for monitoring development around the world
[143]. This dissertation aims to build on opportunities to fill in the data gap found in
developing nations by leveraging advances in satellite imagery, machine learning, and high
performance computing. The research presented in this dissertation will attempt to an-
swer questions related to the overarching question of: can novel applications of modern
machine learning methods, satellite data, and high performance computing be used to make
development data more accessible? To answer this question, this research examines three
related research questions:
1. Can convolutional neural networks be used to predict likely locations of conflict-
related deaths in Nigeria based on satellite imagery?
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2. What impact does the resolution of temporal steps have on the accuracy of time
series conflict fatality predictions using moderate resolution satellite imagery and
convolutional neural networks?
3. How can high performance computing be leveraged to provide simplified access to
geospatial data through a web application?
The methods, findings, and products resulting from this research contribute to efforts
by a growing multidisciplinary community seeking to improve the tools and data available
for researchers and practitioners focused on human development. By combining machine
learning, high performance computing, satellite imagery, and other geospatial data, this
work provides insight into how modern methods and resources can be leveraged to produce
novel sources of data on human development, and distribute geospatial data to a diverse
community.
1.3 Overview of the Three Research Topics
Research Topic 1: Predicting conflict fatality using deep learning and satellite imagery
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) trained with satellite imagery have been suc-
cessfully used to generate measures of development indicators, such as poverty, in develop-
ing nations. This chapter explores a CNN based approach leveraging Landsat 8 imagery
to predict locations of conflict-related deaths. Using Nigeria as a case study, this chapter
uses the Armed Conflict Location & Event Data (ACLED) dataset to identify locations of
conflict events that (a) did and (b) did not result in a death. Imagery for each location
is used as an input to train a CNN to distinguish fatal from non-fatal events. Using 2014
imagery the methods presented in this chapter are able to predict the result of conflict
events in the following year (2015) with 80% accuracy.
While the presented approach does not replace the need for causal studies into the
drivers of conflict death, it provides a low-cost solution to prediction that requires only
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publicly available imagery to implement. Findings suggest that (1) the information con-
tained in moderate resolution imagery can be used to predict the likelihood of a death due
to conflict at a given location in Nigeria the following year, and (2) CNN based methods
of estimating development related indicators may be effective in applications beyond those
explored in literature.
Research Topic 2: Time series prediction of conflict fatality
Convolutional neural networks have been shown to be capable of detecting features in
satellite imagery associated with poverty, infrastructure quality, and conflict. Previous lit-
erature exploring these methods have utilized data from single points in time or over broad
temporal periods. This chapter explores the capability of convolutional neural networks to
produce time series estimates of the likelihood of a fatality resulting from a conflict event
based on moderate-resolution satellite imagery.
Using Landsat 8 satellite imagery and Armed Conflict Location & Event Data (ACLED)
this chapter generates time series predictions of the risk of conflict fatalities in Nigeria
during 2015, 2017, and 2019 at both yearly and six month intervals. Findings show that
average accuracy of trained models reaches approximately 75%, with significant variation
across the time series and temporal intervals studied. Measurement of the area under the
receiver operating characteristic curves indicate slightly decreased performance using six
month intervals compared to yearly, as well as reduced performance in years with large
shifts in the geographic distribution of training data. The results suggest that additional
training and validation may be needed to improve models, but that CNN based methods
show initial promise for the prediction of fatalities due to conflict over time.
Research Topic 3: Making geospatial data more accessible
Interdisciplinary use of geospatial data requires the integration of data from a breadth
of sources, and frequently involves the harmonization of different methods of sampling,
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measurement, and technical data types. These integrative efforts are often inhibited by
fundamental geocomputational challenges, including a lack of memory efficient or parallel
processing approaches to traditional methods such as zonal statistics. GeoQuery (geo-
query.org) is a dynamic web application which utilizes a High Performance Computing
cluster and novel parallel geospatial data processing methods to overcome these challenges.
Through an online interface, GeoQuery users can request geospatial data - which spans
categories including geophysical, environmental and social measurements - to be aggre-
gated to user-selected units of analysis (e.g., subnational administrative boundaries). Once
a request has been processed, users are provided with permanent links to access their
customized data and documentation. Datasets made available through GeoQuery are re-
viewed, prepared, and provisioned by geospatial data specialists, with processing routines
tailored for each dataset. The code used and steps taken while preparing datasets and
processing user requests are publicly available, ensuring transparency and replicability of
all data and processes. By mediating the complexities of working with geospatial data,
GeoQuery reduces the barriers to entry and the related costs of incorporating geospatial
data into research across disciplines. This chapter presents the technology and methods
used by GeoQuery to process and manage geospatial data and user requests.
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Chapter 2
A Convolutional Neural Network
Approach to Predict Non Permissive
Environments from Moderate
Resolution Imagery1
1This chapter has been published in Transactions in GIS. https://doi.org/10.1111/tgis.12661
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2.1 Introduction
Measuring factors surrounding human development around the world is a cornerstone of
research and policy within the international development community, as highlighted by
targets and indicators of the United Nation’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) [38].
Household surveys and other local data collection methods have historically served as the
primary means of gathering data on key indicators associated with human development.
Surveys collect data on indicators such as household consumption, assets, health, conflict
events and other factors which can be used to target resources, inform policies, and evaluate
progress [50, 110, 178].
A major shortcoming of such surveys and measures is the inherent difficulty - and costs
- associated with collecting them [47, 106]. In some cases, survey-based data collection can
be impractical due to constraints such as cost and conflict [7, 37]. Often, it is not possible
to collect data with sufficient coverage at the intervals needed. Multiple groups have noted
that low income countries suffer from a substantial data gap due to conducting surveys far
less frequently than needed, even for information on basic needs [97, 117].
To overcome data gaps, researchers and policymakers are increasingly utilizing remotely
sensed geospatial data to generate estimates of traditional socioeconomic outcomes and
indicators [34, 90, 152]. One of the most prominent examples of this is the use of nighttime
lights (NTL) as an indicator of economic activity [34, 90, 152]. While NTL has been shown
to correlate with various measures of economic output or wealth in a range of contexts, it
is fundamentally limited both by its ability to detect low levels of light in poor rural areas
[104], as well as the relatively coarse resolution of the data2 and other issues such as light
saturation and bloom [55].
Recent literature has identified machine learning methods to further improve our abil-
ity to detect the geospatial location of impoverished communities. Jean et al. [104] used a
21km for NTL from the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) which has time series data
available from 1992-2013 [151]. 500m for Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS), available
from 2012 to the present [54].
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combination of satellite imagery and machine learning to estimate consumption and assets
in multiple African countries. This method was based around convolutional neural net-
works (CNNs), which have been shown to be highly effective with image based applications
[88, 166]. CNN based methods of estimating poverty using satellite data have now been
shown to outperform methods which used nighttime lights alone [104]. Authors working
with this class of methods have begun exploring applications in additional countries, using
varying sources of satellite imagery, and addressing potential limitations [9, 89, 161].
The range of data sources, CNN architectures, and sampling schemes possible for the
use of CNN-based approaches to estimation present a number of novel challenges. Ad-
ditionally, little work has been done to explore the use of these methods to estimate or
predict other outcome measures, such as conflict, or assessing the effectiveness of these
methods when using specific temporal data. This chapter engages with a subset of these
challenges, focusing on the research question: can convolutional neural networks be used
to predict likely locations of conflict-related deaths in Nigeria based on satellite imagery?
We engage with this as follows. In Section 2.2, we present background information on con-
flict in Nigeria, convolutional neural networks, and a brief review of the satellite imagery
used in this piece. In Section 2.3, we discuss the methods used to prepare the data and
implement the CNNs. Section 2.4 presents the results. Finally, in Section 2.5 we discuss
limitations of the methods and avenues for future work.
2.2 Background
2.2.1 Conflict and Instability in Nigeria
Levels of conflict present in Nigeria are the result of a range of complicated political,
economic, humanitarian, and ethnic factors - some recent, others rooted in Nigeria’s past.
Among the most substantial sources of conflict and instability today are the Boko Haram
insurgency; violence between farmers and herdsmen often driven into each others paths by
a shifting landscape due to climate change, drought [3], and environmental degradation
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along with changing laws; ethnic and religious violence; government and police forces killing
of civilians, as well as general corruption [183].
Figure 2.1: All ACLED conflict events in Nigeria [165, 191]
Conflict events in Nigeria, particularly fatal events, are largely tied to the Northern
regions where Boko Haram is most active and have been responsible for nearly 11,000
fatalities since 2010 [191]. Another major source of conflict is between herdsmen and
farmers. As herdsmen and farmers are forced to move across the land due to environmental
factors or grazing laws [96], conflict in defense of their livelihoods has arisen, with ethnic
and religious differences contributing to an already tenuous situation [42, 160]. Of the
many results of this and other conflicts and instability in Nigeria, and a further factor in
future conflict, are internally displaced persons (IDPs) and food insecurity. According to
the Famine Early Warning System Network (FEWS Net), there are now over two million
IDPs in the northeast alone, leading to increased food assistance needs [61].
Several programs exist to track conflict events in Nigeria with varying mechanisms and
scopes. Two of the most commonly used datasets are the Armed Conflict Location & Event
Data project (ACLED) [165], and the Uppsala Conflict Data Program Georeferenced Event
Database (UCDP GED) [189]. The UCDP dataset provides data on organized events of
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lethal violence, while the ACLED dataset provides data on political violence and protest
around the world. A key distinguishing factor is that while ACLED can suffer from data
quality issues [53, 165], it provides non-lethal conflict event data not available from UCDP
(Figure 2.1). Events included in the UCDP GED are also restricted to those in which at
least 25 deaths occurred [189].
Figure 2.2: Conflict in Nigeria from July through September 2019. Approximately 500
incidents resulting in nearly 1000 deaths [160, 165]
Examples of organizations which utilize these data sources or others to track con-
flict and instability in Nigeria include the Council on Foreign Relations’ Global Conflict
Tracker [42], Peace Insight’s conflict profiles (Figure 2.2) [160], as well as the Famine Early
Warning System Network [61]. Despite the increasing availability and use of georeferenced
subnational conflict data, the quality, coverage, and detail of data that is collected is still
fundamentally limited by available reporting and data collection mechanisms [53]. In ad-
dition to datasets and trackers of historic events, a range of methods have been explored
to predict future conflict events, including some utilizing machine learning [30]. How-
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ever, these methods have been limited in their temporal and spatial precision, as well as a
reliability [11].
Recent works which have shown the viability of using machine learning methods based
on convolutional neural networks to estimate poverty [89, 104] have been expanded on by
researchers to additional applications such as road network quality assessments [158] and
crop yield estimates [215] with some success. Adapting these methods to fill in spatial and
temporal gaps of conflict, as well as for generating future predictions, could aid the efforts
of researchers and actors in the international development community who are currently
limited by what data is available.
2.2.2 Convolutional Neural Networks
Convolutional neural networks are a subclass of neural networks which have proven to be
remarkably successful in a range of image classification and related computer vision tasks
[4, 62, 115, 185]. Inspired by biological structures associated with visual processing, CNNs
utilize a unique combination of alternating convolutional and pooling layers. This structure
takes advantage of the spatial structure of images (i.e., dimensions) to detect features more
efficiently than traditional neural networks [4]. An example of CNN’s structure can be seen
in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Components of a convolutional neural network [4]
CNNs can be implemented with a variety of architectures which can significantly impact
the effectiveness of the CNN depending on the class of problem being solved [4]. Classes of
CNN architecture that have been developed include LeNet [118], AlexNet [115], GoogLeNet
[190], and VGG-Net [185]. Residual networks, or ResNets, are one of the more recent types
of CNNs developed and have been shown to be highly effective in image tasks such as image
classification, detection, localization, and segmentation [88]. The ability to perform well
on traditional image tasks makes ResNets, and CNNs in general, an excellent candidate for
utilization in applications based on satellite imagery. To date, CNN based methods have
been used in combination with various sources of satellite imagery to produce estimates of
poverty [161], crop yields [215], and infrastructure quality [158]. While use of such methods
is not a guarantee of success [89], the diversity of promising results from early literature




A key component of the CNN based approach introduced by Jean et al. [104] is the
source of satellite data used to train the CNNs. Over the past decade a wide range of
satellite imagery has become available - from private companies such as Digital Global [49]
and Planet [17], as well as from free and publicly available sources such as the Landsat
[98, 198] and Sentinel [60] programs. Existing work in the development community using
CNNs has incorporated satellite data from many satellite imagery sources, including Google
Static Maps API [89, 104, 211], Planet [9], Digital Globe (GeoEye 1 and Quickbird 2)
[9, 56], Landsat 7 [161] and 8 [158], and Sentinel 1 [158]. Each satellite has specific sensor
capabilities and orbital characteristics associated with the satellite’s intended purpose.
Factors such as return time and spectral resolution, which impact the data a satellite
collects, are essential considerations when determining an appropriate source of imagery
for geospatial applications. Some critical characteristics to consider include:
• spatial coverage: regions of the world which the satellite covers
• spatial resolution: pixel size, or how fine a feature the satellite can detect
• temporal coverage: time range over which the satellite has been operating
• temporal resolution: frequency at which the satellite revisits a location
• spectral resolution: number and range of bands (ranges of light) that the sensor
can pick up
When using satellite imagery to estimate metrics of human development, the above
factors will influence the accuracy and suitability of different CNN architectures. Spatial
resolution impacts both the ability of the CNN to detect appropriate features, and will
ultimately impact the resolution or precision at which the final estimates can be generated
[15]. For example, imagery with a resolution of 1km would have limited use if the goal was
to detect the roof material of individual houses in rural area. Finally, satellite platforms can
contain a range of sensors with the ability to detect varying spectral characteristics. For
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example, if an application depends on the detection of features only visible using infrared
imagery, then a satellite which can only capture visible wavelengths (e.g., red, green, and
blue bands) would not be suitable.
2.2.3.1 Landsat Imagery
The Landsat program provides a continuous record of Earth imagery through multiple
satellites that have a combination of spatial, temporal, and spectral resolution and coverage
that make Landsat imagery a powerful tool for regularly monitoring changes of relevance
to policymakers. Landsat 8 data is public, and Landsat 8 is the most recent active satellite
in the Landsat program since its launch in 2013. Landsat 8 captures data for the entire
planet, revisiting each location at a 16 day interval. The sensors on board Landsat 8 acquire
imagery at a 30 meter resolution in the visible, near infrared, and shortwave infrared range
using the Operation Land Imager (OLI) sensor, as well as thermal bands from the Thermal
Infrared Sensor (TIRS). These bands are detailed in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1:
Landsat 8 Operational Land Imager (OLI) and Thermal Infrared Sensor (TIRS) Bands
Wavelength Resolution
Bands (micrometers) (meters)
Band 1 - Coastal aerosol 0.433-0.453 30
Band 2 - Blue 0.450-0.515 30
Band 3 - Green 0.525-0.600 30
Band 4 - Red 0.630-0.680 30
Band 5 - Near Infrared (NIR) 0.845-0.885 30
Band 6 - Shortwave Infrared (SWIR) 1 1.560-1.660 30
Band 7 - Shortwave Infrared (SWIR) 2 2.100-2.300 30
Band 8 - Panchromatic 0.500-0.680 15
Band 9 - Cirrus 1.360-1.390 30
Band 10 - Thermal Infrared (TIRS) 1 10.60-11.20 30 *
Band 11 - Thermal Infrared (TIRS) 2 11.50-12.50 30 *
* Collected at 100 meters but resampled to 30 meters to match OLI bands
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The predecessor to Landsat 8, Landsat 7, is still active until 2021 [195] and offers
significant temporal coverage from 1999 to the present. Landsat 7 imagery also shares
many of the attributes that make Landsat 8 imagery useful [199]. When combined with
broad temporal coverage, these attributes have made Landsat 7 imagery useful for a wide
range of historic and contemporary applications focused on regions around the world [46,
105, 198, 212]. A major drawback to using Landsat 7 imagery is the scan line corrector
(SLC) failure which occurred aboard Landsat 7 in 2003 [201].
Figure 2.4: Example of SLC-off imagery [180]
The SLC failure impacted the satellite’s ability to correct for forward movement, leaving
gaps in the resulting images, as seen in Figure 2.4. A range of methods exist to fill in the
gaps created by the SLC failure [137, 180, 217, 225] and allow Landsat 7 data to still be
used in some applications. For applications which do not require a historic record, Landsat
8 offers very similar data without the needs for additional gap filling. In addition to the
availability of historic data from Landsat 7 and earlier satellites in the program [202],
long term support for the Landsat series is already planned, with the launch of Landsat 9
scheduled for late 2020.
Several alternatives to Landsat exist, and often offer improvements along certain dimen-
sions. For example, significantly finer spatial resolution imagery is available from Digital
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Globe or Planet (sub meter resolution). However, these products are not freely available,
and do not have the spectral or temporal coverage available from Landsat [17, 49]. One
of the most competitive alternatives to Landsat is the Sentinel program. Sentinel 1 and 2
satellites offer publicly available data, since 2014 and 2015 respectively. Sentinel 2 has a
resolution of 10-20 meters and is only lacking thermal bands when compared to Landsat
8 [52], while Sentinel 1 utilizes a C-band synthetic-aperture radar (SAR) instrument [66]
for collecting data. Initial work has shown success utilizing Sentinel 1 data in satellite
imagery based machine learning applications [158], and the potential for exploring the use
of Sentinel 2 will be discussed in Section 2.5.
Despite the relatively coarse resolution of Landsat imagery, existing work has shown
that when used with CNN based approaches for predicting poverty a resolution of 30
meters can still be effective [161]. This previous success in similar applications, combined
with the aforementioned favorable characteristics of Landsat 8 imagery, make this product
a viable satellite imagery candidate for exploring the effectiveness of CNN based methods
to accurately predict conflict event fatalities.
2.3 Methods
2.3.1 Data Preparation
The primary source of input data for this application is daytime satellite imagery from
Landsat 8. Imagery was requested and downloaded using the USGS’s freely available
EarthExplorer and Bulk Download tools [196, 197]. High quality imagery suitable for
time-series analysis3 were downloaded for Nigeria for all of 2014. Sixty scenes4 of imagery
are acquired from each full revisit cycle to achieve complete coverage of Nigeria. Due to
variability in the quality of the raw data collected by the sensors not all scenes captured
3Imagery scenes with the highest data quality, and suitable for time-series analysis, are labeled as
Tier 1. This includes precision and terrain correct data that are inter-calibrated across Landsat sensors
[200].
4Each scene is approximately 185 x 180 kilometers and has varying overlap with neighboring scenes.
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at each revisit are suitable for use in analysis. Each individual scene contains ten bands of
data at 30 meter resolution, corresponding to the wavelengths detailed in Table 2.1.
The analysis in this chapter leverages yearly time steps, necessitating additional pro-
cessing. Yearly composites are created from individual scenes by taking the mean pixel
values within each imagery scene at every available time step for the year. Prior to ag-
gregation, each individual scene is masked for pixels associated with cloud cover. These
pixels are defined by pixel quality assurance data which accompanies each scene and is
provided by USGS [200]. All pixels with values indicating high or medium confidence of
cloud coverage are masked during processing. Once all available scenes captured over the
year for individual locations are masked and aggregated, the resulting set of scenes are
then combined into a single mosaic of images covering the entire country.
Conflict data was acquired from the ACLED database [165]. The location of events in
ACLED is defined by longitude and latitude, and is used to define the satellite imagery
used for training and validation data. ACLED data also provides the number of known
fatalities for each conflict event, which is used to create a binary classification of either
no fatalities (0) or fatalities (1) for each event. The binary class is then used to label the
associated imagery.
According to ACLED, there were 1,673 conflict events in Nigeria in 2015. Of these,
680 contained fatalities and 993 did not. The locations associated with these events were
used to generate samples for training and validation data5. The number of samples for
each of the binary classes was then reduced based on the smaller class size to create a
balanced set of samples for each class. Each sample consists of a 224x224 pixel image for
each band extracted from the 2014 Landsat 8 mosaic generated earlier. The dimensions
of these samples corresponds to input dimensions used for the class of CNN known as
ResNets, discussed in Section 2.3.2.
In addition to utilizing each conflict location for a single sample, two additional sam-
pling methods are implemented for comparison. The primary comparison method will
585% of the data was allocated for training, and 15% was allocated for validation
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attempt to determine if nearby spatial features in the imagery improve the model’s perfor-
mance. For each original sample location, this method generates nine additional samples
based on points distributed in a regular grid around the original location within approx-
imately 1,000 meters. To ensure that the increased sample size is not responsible for
improved accuracy, as opposed to the content of the additional samples, one additional
comparison method will be tested. This secondary comparison method involves duplicat-
ing each original sample nine times and will serve as a balanced sample size comparison
for the previous method.6
2.3.2 CNN Implementation
The convolutional neural networks tested in this piece were implemented using PyTorch,
an open source Python package, and run using Nvidia Tesla GPUs7. The specific class of
CNN implemented is a residual network (ResNet), which has been developed with varying
architectures that are primarily defined by the depth of the network (e.g., ResNet-18 has
18 layers). Using PyTorch, ResNets can be initialized using pre-trained weights based on
training performed using ImageNet. ImageNet is a collection of approximately 14 million
images from over twenty thousand categories, including cars, dogs, and cats [48]. Utilizing
pre-trained networks enables a network to incorporate information learned by training on
a far larger dataset to be incorporated and refined for applications using a smaller, limited,
dataset. This process is known as transfer learning.
The fundamental principle of transfer learning is that training on a separate yet simi-
lar dataset will allow the network to learn basic, generalizable, features that are useful for
any image classification task. Existing work has shown using transfer learning to initialize
a network, even when the original training task is extremely different, can still outper-
form traditional weight initialization techniques [159, 207, 214]. Transfer learning based
6Note that training and validation data was split prior to generating additional samples. Any additional
samples generated exist solely in the same training or validation group as the original sample they are
based on.
7All CNNs described in this chapter are run on either an Nvidia Tesla V100 or P100 GPU, with 16 GB
of memory. Software versions include CUDA 9.1, PyTorch 0.4.0, and Python 2.7.13
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approaches to machine learning have grown in popularity as they have enabled machine
learning to be used in applications with limited data that would not have been previously
possibly [93, 104, 111, 166].
Once the network is initialized with the pre-trained weights, the data for the new task
can be used to update the network. A common procedure for updating the network involves
"freezing" the earlier layers, where basic features are learned, and only fine-tuning deeper
layers which will impact more complicated, application specific, features [214]. Then, the
final fully connected layer which is responsible for performing the actual classification -
based on the output from earlier layers - is modified and trained to reflect the current
task.
A critical difference between the images from ImageNet used for pre-training and satel-
lite imagery is the inclusion of additional bands of data. Traditional images contain only
red, green, and blue (RGB) bands to reflect the visible wavelengths of imagery whereas
Landsat 8 captures a total of 10 bands that cover a broader spectrum of imagery. Due
to this difference, the CNN must be adapted to consider the extra bands of data. To
utilize the additional bands of data available from Landsat 8, a custom data loader was
created8 and the initial convolutional layer of the CNN is modified based on the number
of input bands. Additionally, each new band must have weights initialized. Following the
implementation strategy of previous work [161] the average of the pre-trained weights for
the RGB bands were used to initialize the new bands.
2.3.3 Optimization
A range of different CNN architectures and parameters are tested to determine the optimal
combination for accurately predicting conflict fatalities. A grid search is used to iterate
over a defined set of parameters for each variable associated with the CNN. The variables
8A custom PyTorch dataset class was created which takes in a list of coordinates defining training
and validation data coordinates, along with their labels, and extracts a 224x224x10 pixel image from
the country mosaics of Landsat imagery which can be then passed to the CNN. 224x224 is the standard
dimensions for a single band of an image from ImageNet. A complete RGB image would be 224x224x3.
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explored include:
• Network architecture- Different versions of ResNet based on varying network
depth (number of layers).
• Learning rate- Factor influencing the impact of training data on the network, or
how fast the network learns from data.
• Momentum- Utilizing a momentum factor helps to overcome issues associated with
local minima.
• Step size- Number of iterations at which learning rate is decayed
• Gamma- Amount learning rate is decayed at specified step size
• Optimization function- Type of optimization algorithm used
For each unique combination of these variables, the accuracy of a CNN is estimated
based on the percent of ACLED locations it successfully classifies as either a fatal (1) or
non-fatal (0) conflict event. This is done by progressively training the CNN over multiple
iterations, or epochs, for each set of parameters. Each epoch consists of passing the entirety
of the training data through the CNN, allowing it to learn, and then using the validation
data to assess the accuracy of the CNN for that epoch. Each subsequent epoch builds on
the learned behavior of the previous epochs, assessing accuracy until the defined number
of epochs has been reached9.
The accuracy of a given CNN, consisting of one set of parameters from the grid search,
is defined as the maximum epoch accuracy achieved. As each epoch is progressively run,
it is not always the case that the learned information improves the networks accuracy. In
order to determine the most effective network, the state of the network and its accuracy is
recorded after each epoch. Once all epochs have been completed, the network state with
the best accuracy is saved.
9This step reflects a key component of any machine learning application - distinct training and validation
datasets. If the same data was used for both training and validation, accuracy would likely consistently
improve with additional epochs, yet it would result in an CNN that has been overfit, and would likely
perform poorly when using other data.
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2.4 Results
To assess the ability of a convolutional neural network to predict conflict fatalities, pre-
trained ResNet CNNs were implemented in PyTorch as detailed in Section 2.3.2. Multi-
spectral Landsat 8 imagery for 2014 and ACLED conflict event data for 2015 were prepared
based on the methods in Section 2.3.1. The subsequent year (2015) of conflict data was
selected in order determine the potential effectiveness of these methods to predict future
conflict fatalities based on contemporary satellite imagery. Restricting data within tem-
poral bounds is a key feature that distinguishes this application from earlier work (e.g.,
Jean et al. [104]) which will provide insights into the feasibility of this approach for time
series predictions. Using the locations and fatality count of conflict events, training and
validation datasets were labeled using a binary of whether conflict events had or did not
have any fatalities associated with them. The set of samples for each binary class in the
training and validation data were balanced to ensure no bias during training. Two sets of
tests were performed which were designed to identify the most effective sampling method
for training data, as well as identify the optimal combination from a range of network
parameters.
Table 2.2: CNN Parameters
Parameter Batch 1 Values Batch 2 Values
Network architecture ResNet18, ResNet50 ResNet18, ResNet50
Learning rate 0.01, 0.001 0.1, 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001
Momentum 0.95, 0.99 0.95, 0.97, 0.99
Step size 5, 10 5, 10, 15
Gamma 0.25, 0.75 0.25, 0.5, 0.75
Optimization function SGD, Adam SGD, Adam
The three sampling strategies tested were based on a combination of machine learning
and spatial theory, and determined the satellite image(s) that were input into the network
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for each observation. Method 1 (no fill) used a single 244 x 244 pixel window (for each
band) around the latitude / longitude location of the conflict event, and is designed to
serve as a baseline for comparison. Method 2 (grid fill) used nine equally-spaced samples
in a grid around the original sample latitude and longitude, to test the theory that an
expanded geographic region of information could provide improved predictions. Method 3
(duplicates) duplicated the original location nine times, and served as a comparison with
a similar sample size to Method 2 in order to avoid bias due to sample size.
Figure 2.5: Comparison of the average accuracy of the tested sample types
During the first set of tests, each sampling method was tested using 64 different pa-
rameter combinations over a 30 epoch training and validation cycle, detailed in Table
2.2. Based on these tests, both methods which expanded the size of the training dataset
resulted in a clear improvement in accuracy over the baseline method as seen in Figure
2.5. The duplicate sample method and the grid fill sample method has similar minimums
during this initial set of tests, however the duplicate method achieved higher median and
maximum accuracy values. Individual parameter variations did not generally have notable
performance impacts when tested across the sampling methods, though slightly better
accuracy was achieved using a smaller learning rate (Figure 2.6).
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Figure 2.6: Impact of hyperparameter variation across all sample types on accuracy
predicting conflict fatality
The second set of tests expanded the range of parameters explored (Table 2.2) while
using the duplicate sampling method, for a total of 432 parameter combinations. The
duplicate sampling method was chosen as the focus for the second set of tests due to its
strong performance in the first set of tests. For the second set of tests, the number of
epochs run was increased to 60. More variation was found across the expanded batch
of tests, with a accuracy of 0.598 and a maximum of 0.809. However, no clear patterns
emerged among the parameter combinations aside from those associated with learning rate.
Smaller learning rates outperformed larger as they did in the initial batch of tests. The best
overall accuracy was achieved using a learning rate of 0.0001, but overall trends showed
no significant performance improvement over a learning rate of 0.001. As expected given
the balanced class sizes during training, predictions for neither class skewed the overall
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accuracy. Using the best performing parameters (overall accuracy of 80.9%), accuracy for
predicting conflict events with fatalities (true positives) was 79.4%, and the accuracy for
predicting conflict events with no fatalities (true negatives) was 82.4%.
Figure 2.7: Impact of expanded hyperparameter variation using duplicate sampling
scheme on accuracy predicting conflict fatality
Overall, the grid search of parameters conducted across the two batches of tests showed
minimal impact from parameter adjustments within commonly accepted ranged. The
only notable exception to this was large (i.e., multiple orders of magnitude) changes in
learning rate. Sampling method and the resulting data used for training proved to be
a much more significant factor in overall ability of a network to accurately identify the
likelihood of future conflict in a region based on satellite imagery. Additionally, these
results were compared to CNNs which were trained using randomly labeled data. The
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accuracy of random data networks after multiple iterations were found to be significantly
lower (maximum of approximately 50%) when compared to the true network (maximum
of over 80%).
2.5 Discussion & Conclusion
2.5.1 Convolutional Neural Network Findings
The work presented in this chapter provides evidence that convolutional neural networks
applied to moderate resolution satellite imagery can be used to predict the likelihood of
conflict-related deaths in Nigeria. We specifically illustrate that if a conflict event occurs
in 2015, multi-spectral imagery of the physical features on the ground at that location
in 2014 can predict with 80% accuracy whether or not the conflict event will result in
any fatalities. This finding illustrates the value of spatial information for prediction of
development indicators, especially when processed with a CNN-based approach. While the
use of the methods presented in this chapter for predicting non permissive environments
and related policy applications requires additional research, our results show the potential
for CNN based methods in applications beyond those explored in existing literature.
One of the most notable findings of this work is the limited impact of varying network
parameters when compared to the impact of modifying sampling schemes for training
data. Given the impact of sampling method on overall network performance, expanding
the scope of the tests comparing these methods may lead to significant improvements.
Utilizing duplicates of training data was identified as the most effective sampling, yet
this duplication could simply offer similar performance gains as a proportional increase
in the number of epochs during training. Comparing duplication at varying levels with
proportional increases in the number of epochs could provide insight into the impact each
of the strategies has on performance. Further, while the grid based approach to creating
additional training data samples underperformed relative to simple duplication of training
data baseline, additional work which explores CNN accuracy when varying the distance
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from the original sample location to generate the grid, as well as the number of additional
points in the grid, could prove more effective and provide additional insight into the spatial
correlation of satellite imagery and conflict fatalities.
Considering the significance of training data, comparing the currently used data from
Landsat 8 and ACLED with other sources of satellite imagery and conflict data would also
be valuable. Of other available sources of satellite imagery, discussed in Section 2.2.3, the
Sentinel 2 platform offers the most compelling case for comparison. Sentinel 2 is publicly
available, has similar spectral coverage to Landsat 8, and has finer resolution. Other
sources of conflict and event data such as the Social Conflict Analysis Database (SCAD)
[175] or the Global Database of Events, Language, and Tone (GDELT) [119] could be used
as an alternative to or supplement for ACLED data.
Another limiting factor of our approach is that the training data was restricted to
conflict events and classified by whether each event did or did not have fatalities associated
with it. An alternative approach, which could be achieved using random locations or non-
conflict event locations, would be to compare conflict events with control locations at
which no conflict occurred. Additional methods for testing the robustness of our approach
to predicting conflict include expanding the temporal and spatial coverage using historical
data. The work presented in this chapter used only 2014 imagery and 2015 conflict data,
while data for both through 2019 exists. Additionally, both imagery and ACLED data exist
for other countries which could be explored independently or as part of a comprehensive
model. Testing across countries would also contribute to exploring the impact of spatial
scale of training on network performance. Models could also be tested which restrict data
to subnational regions as a comparison.
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2.5.2 Core Limitations of a CNN-based Predictive Approach
2.5.2.1 Scope & Extent
This chapter introduces a purely predictive CNN-based approach for identifying if a conflict
event is likely to result in a death: we make no causal inferential claims, nor does the current
CNN approach support the examination of causality. The causes, factors, and defining
characteristics of conflict death will frequently be very different, and be associated with
different features found in satellite imagery, when compared with another conflict. As
such, CNN based predictive models trained solely on data from Nigeria may not perform
effectively in other countries without including those countries in the training.
Given that geographic extent could reasonably be a limiting factor in effectiveness of
this approach, we explored the spatial distribution of both classes of conflict events, as well
as the spatial distribution of locations which were accurately (and inaccurately) predicted
in Nigeria. In all cases, no clear pattern was found, indicating it is unlikely that our
model was skewed toward only predicting accurately in certain portions of the country
with homogeneous spatial features. While this does not indicate that this specific model
could be applied to other countries, it is indicative of good overall performance across
varying geographic contexts for conflict in Nigeria.
2.5.2.2 Intractability
As we consider that the landscape and features associated with conflict may vary across
geography, it is important to recognize that the CNN approach detailed here does not
attempt to define the specific features being detected. Thus, we are limited to general
statements about the type of features likely to be detected given the moderate 30 meter
resolution of the imagery. Small features such as broken windows or burned cars will not
be detectable with 30 meter resolution. Rather, the CNN is only capable of detecting large
landscape trends such as urban areas, draught-stricken areas, or other features which may
be well established correlates of conflict from literature. While CNN methods may have
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the potential to help identify novel indicators of conflict, identifying what specifically the
CNN is detecting is beyond the scope of this chapter and would be a valuable focus of
future research.
More broadly, despite the promising results presented here, these methods are not
intended to supplant existing data sources or methods used for assessing conflict. While
these methods may serve as a useful supplement within a broader ecosystem of conflict
tools and methodologies, the goal at this stage is to serve as a spur for additional work
into the applications of CNN approaches to predicting conflict as well as other development
indicators.
2.5.3 Conclusion
This piece sought to answer the research question can convolutional neural networks be used
to predict likely locations of conflict-related deaths in Nigeria based on satellite imagery?
The presented approach shows promising results, achieving up to 80% accuracy in binary
classification of death versus no death conflict events in the year after model calibration.
Despite the significance of this result, we highlight the many limitations of the CNN-based
approach to conflict prediction accomplished to date; the most predominant being the lack
of insight into what physical features in imagery the CNN identifies as related to conflict
deaths. Future research should engage with many of these challenges, including how to
identify the driving image features detected by a convolutional neural network, and how to
better understand the spatial scopes across which a given model calibration might be most
effective. Despite these limitations, the public availability of the data and tools used, and
high temporal frequency at which satellite imagery is available, allow for a broad range of
potential applications and adaptation to various use cases. Examples include the use of
predictive maps, generated using these methods, as supplemental aids in decision making
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The introduction of artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) to geographic
analysis can be seen in early literature which discussed the fundamental theory and epis-
temology behind AI and how these methods might shape the field in years to come
[41, 102, 186]. As AI progressed from theory, to mathematics, to usable algorithms such as
neural networks, scholars such as S. Openshaw and C. Openshaw reflected upon the rele-
vance of these methods to the field of geography, as well as the potential impact of AI on
the discipline and the world [157]. Today, geospatial AI and ML methods (GeoAI) are used
in geography with applications focused on traffic forecasting, epidemiology, development,
and more [89, 102, 205].
The nature of geography, its ability to address questions on human development and
the natural world, and capacity for producing insight from expanding sources of spatiotem-
poral data [17, 49, 52, 169, 198], makes it a discipline entwined with numerous others. The
use of GeoAI extends beyond spectral classification [128, 141, 163, 167] or spatial interpo-
lation [224] and is being leveraged by additional disciplines to pursue novel applications
(see [205]). Areas where GeoAI has been utilized include health [109, 205], conflict [77],
agriculture [124], development [220, 221], and human movement patterns [102, 121].
Methods improved on or adopted from other communities by the GeoAI community
include decision trees, random forests, support vector machines, as well as deep learning
algorithms such as artificial neural networks, recurrent neural networks, and convolutional
neural networks [128, 221]. Convolutional neural networks (ConvNets or CNNs) have been
a particular focus of recent work that is connecting advancements in GeoAI with research
focused on human development [77, 104]. CNNs are a class of neural networks particularly
well suited for a variety of computer vision tasks [4, 62, 115, 185]. CNNs leverage a network
structure, seen in Figure 2.3, which was designed based on biological structures that handle
visual processing in order to detect spatial patterns, or features, within images. Numerous
implementations of CNNs have been developed, dealing with image classification, object
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detection, and more [88].
Geospatial applications of CNNs include using spectral signatures and phenological
trends captured by satellite imagery to perform pixel and image classification [128, 168],
land use classification [130, 223], and the detection of objects such as vehicles or buildings
in satellite imagery [35, 203]. Recently, researchers focused on development economics
have leveraged these methods to improve upon existing methods to fill the gaps in sparse
datasets such as household surveys [104]. By using abundant remotely sensed data sources
(satellite imagery) as inputs, CNNs are trained using existing sparse data (e.g., poverty
metrics from household surveys) as labels. The resulting trained network can be used to
predict the sparse data in additional geographical areas based on satellite imagery alone.
Building on the work within the geospatial community [130], Jean et al. showed that
CNN based estimates of poverty offered improvements on previous methods of using night-
time lights to estimate poverty [104]. Over the past several years there have been a number
of additional contributions to the literature utilizing CNNs and satellite imagery to predict
human development indicators [27]. The majority of this work has been focused on expand-
ing the applications in new geographic contexts. Poverty prediction has been conducted
using a variety of available satellite imagery across most of Africa [213], as well as Mexico
[9], Bangladesh & India [187], and Sri Lanka [56]. In addition, literature addressing the
usage of CNN and imagery based methods to predict other development indicators has ex-
plored infrastructure quality assessment [158], crop yield [124], education & health-related
metrics [89], population mapping [94], and conflict [77]. The potential for application,
improvement, and operationalization of these methods across varying sectors remains a
topic of discussion [27].
While much of this work has shown promising results, the literature has highlighted
some limitations [89] as well as the abundance of opportunities for future research to ad-
vance the practical application of these methods [27, 77]. One important area yet to be
addressed when predicting development indicators using CNNs and satellite imagery is the
capacity for accurate predictions across varying and discrete temporal steps. Producing
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time series estimates is necessary for many applications [27] such as geospatial impact
evaluations that aim to leverage geospatial data over time to study the impact of devel-
opment projects and other interventions [14, 24]. To date, the literature has focused on
using imagery that is a combination of a broad temporal range, or imagery tied to a single,
specific period based on available training data [27].
The use of CNNs in other applications - both involving satellite imagery and not -
have addressed producing time series estimates. Zhao et al. shows that both univariate
and multivariate (non-spatial) time series data could be effectively classified using CNNs
and outperformed competing methods [219]. This work and others leveraged the feature
extraction capabilities of CNNs to improve upon previous methods requiring manual iden-
tification of features in time series data [44]. While the underlying features in non-spatial
applications are inherently different from those found in satellite imagery, the existing lit-
erature demonstrates the fundamental ability of a CNN to extract meaningful, identifying
features from data over time [44, 219].
Research which has developed and advanced methods for non-spatial applications of
time-series CNNs [36, 100, 128, 168, 184] have ultimately allowed GeoAI researchers to
adopt CNNs for spatial time-series applications. Spatial applications of CNNs which incor-
porate time series data have primarily dealt with classification of land cover identification.
The Time Series Land Cover Challenge (TiSeLaC) [64] engages with these problems and
through the competition has led to the advancement of time series CNNs using satellite
imagery [132]. Notably, Di Mauro et al., the winners of the 2017 TiSeLaC, were able
to accurately classify multispectral time-series Landsat 8 imagery over 99% of the time,
using a combination of MLPs (multilayer perceptrons) and CNNs [136]. Satellite imagery
classification tasks dealing with land cover, such as Garnot et al. [65], can break images
down into unordered sets of pixels for classification. While this may work for applications
relying on spectral characteristics of individual areas, they omit broader patterns in the
landscape that may be relevant to conflict, poverty, or other topics.
Overall, the established literature dealing with CNNs for predicting development indi-
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cators, as well as work focused on the spatial and nonspatial time series applications of
CNNs at large, provide sufficient evidence that suggests CNNs may be an effective tool
for producing time series estimates of development indicators. Numerous applications in
existing literature provide opportunities for exploring the ability of CNNs to produce time
series predictions of development indicators [9, 56, 104, 213]. In addition to existing lit-
erature, the work presented in Chapter 2 of this dissertation aimed at predicting the risk
of fatalities from conflict events in Nigeria [77]. The chapter used Landsat 8 imagery in
combination with data from the Armed Conflict Location & Event Dataset (ACLED) to
produce historical predictions at a single discrete temporal step. Findings showed that
features found in moderate-resolution imagery (i.e., crop fields, villages - not individuals
with guns) from 2014 could be detected by CNNs and used to predict whether or not
known conflict events in 2015 would be fatal with over 80% accuracy. The work presented
in Chapter 2 provides an ideal application to build upon for time series predictions, as the
underlying datasets - Landsat 8 imagery and ACLED - are both available across a broad
contemporary period (2014 - present).
This chapter will build on earlier work from the literature and this dissertation address-
ing the use of CNNs for (1) predicting human development indicators based on satellite
imagery, and (2) time series predictions. To do so, this chapter aims to answer the research
question: what impact does the resolution of temporal steps have on the accuracy of time
series conflict fatality predictions using moderate resolution satellite imagery and convo-
lutional neural networks? This chapter engages with this as follows. Section 3.2 presents
the methods used to prepare Landsat 8 imagery and ACLED data samples for time series
predictions, as well as the approach for training and validating CNNs models. The results
of the training and validation are reviewed in Section 3.3. Finally, Section 3.4 discusses




To assess what impact the resolution of temporal steps has on the accuracy of time series
conflict fatality predictions using moderate resolution satellite imagery and convolutional
neural networks, this chapter will expand on work in the Chapter 2 [77]. Throughout this
chapter, predicting conflict fatality will refer specifically to determining the probability of
a fatality in the event of conflict at a given location. A series of ResNet (residual network)
[88] CNNs were trained using imagery from Landsat 8 labeled based on whether a conflict
fatality occurred at each location according to ACLED. Individual CNNs were trained for
discrete yearly and six month intervals from 2014 through 2019 using a range of network
parameters. The resulting models were then assessed based on their ability to accurately
classify validation data left out from the original training. Finally, results from the yearly
models and six month models were compared to gauge effectiveness at both temporal steps.
3.2.1 Data Preparation
NASA and USGS have made Landsat 8 imagery free and publicly available since its launch
in 2013. Like its predecessor Landsat 7 [198], Landsat 8 imagery captures data for the entire
planet every 16 days at 30 meter resolution. It consists of eleven spectral bands of imagery,
captured using its operational land imager (OLI) and thermal infrared sensor (TIRS) [169]
(Figure 2.1).
Individual scenes of Landsat 8 imagery covering Nigeria were acquired using the Earth-
Explorer platform and bulk download tools [196, 197] for 2014 through 2019. These scenes
- acquired at 16 day intervals - were subsequently mosaiced and aggregated to six month
and yearly steps by taking the average of pixel values for each band, while masking cloud
pixels within individual scenes. The six month aggregations were performed based on the
first and second half of each calendar year (i.e., January-June and July-December). Of
the eleven bands available, the panchromatic band was dropped for a total of ten bands
which were supplied to the CNN. The result of this preprocessing of the imagery was an
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aggregate image of the entirety of Nigeria for each of the ten bands, for each years from
2014 through 2019, as well as the for the first and second half of each of those years.
Conflict locations and fatality counts were downloaded using ACLED’s data export
tool [165]. The dataset consists of a date, coordinates, and fatality count for each recorded
conflict event. This data was aggregated to the same yearly and six month time steps as
the Landsat 8 imagery. Table 3.1 shows the count of conflict events in Nigeria recorded
by ACLED in each six month interval. For each event, the fatality conflict was converted
into a binary value indicating whether or not a fatality occurred (1 or 0 respectively). This
binary classification was used to label imagery associated with the conflict location during
training and validation of the CNN.













Table 3.1: Count of conflict events by half year.
The primary comparison made through this analysis was of the ability of CNNs to
predict conflict fatality from satellite imagery when using of yearly data as contrasted
to using six months of data. Additionally, this comparison was performed across three
distinct periods along a time series - 2014/15, 2016/17, and 2018/19. Imagery from 2014
using either the yearly or six month aggregations was used to predict conflict fatality in
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2015 at corresponding temporal steps. Similarly, 2016 imagery was used to predict 2017
conflict fatality, and 2018 imagery to predict 2019 conflict fatality - both at yearly and six
month intervals as well. Throughout this document, these distinct temporal combinations
of satellite imagery and conflict event fatality outcomes (e.g., aggregate of 2014 imagery
used to predict aggregate of 2015 conflict events) are referred to as temporal pairs.
For each temporal pairing seen in Table 3.2, samples were prepared to be used for
training and validation of the CNNs. Individual samples consist of a location (longitude
and latitude) based on a conflict event, which can be used to load georeferenced imagery
at that location, and a label of whether the associated conflict event had a fatality. In
the event that the classes (fatal and non fatal events) are imbalanced, the larger class
was trimmed to the size of the smaller class. The balanced class samples were then split
into separate datasets to be using during training and validation stages, and the training
samples were duplicated nine times to increase exposure during training (considerations
regarding sampling schemes and duplication are included in Section 3.4).
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Imagery Temporal Conflict Temporal Sample Size
2014 all 2015 all 6800
2014 Jan-Jun 2015 Jan-Jun 4140
2014 Jul-Dec 2015 Jan-Jun 4140
2014 Jan-Jun 2015 Jul-Dec 2660
2014 Jul-Dec 2015 Jul-Dec 2660
2016 all 2017 all 7820
2016 Jan-Jun 2017 Jan-Jun 4000
2016 Jul-Dec 2017 Jan-Jun 4000
2016 Jan-Jun 2017 Jul-Dec 3820
2016 Jul-Dec 2017 Jul-Dec 3820
2018 all 2019 all 9620
2018 Jan-Jun 2019 Jan-Jun 5960
2018 Jul-Dec 2019 Jan-Jun 5960
2018 Jan-Jun 2019 Jul-Dec 3660
2018 Jul-Dec 2019 Jul-Dec 3660
Table 3.2: Sample size for each unique temporal step tested.
Finally, the process of producing the training and validation dataset was repeated five
times to ensure the outcomes are reproducible regardless of randomization during sample
generation. The final sample sizes for each temporal pair can be seen in Table 3.2 1.
3.2.2 Training
To train a CNN using the sampling dataframe generated from Landsat imagery and
ACLED conflict data, a ResNet based CNN was implemented using the Python package
PyTorch, running on NVIDIA Tesla V100 and P100 GPUs. This work utilized ResNets
pre-trained on ImageNet [48], a concept known as transfer learning, which has been shown
to be effective in a range of applications within the broader machine learning community
as well as for satellite imagery based application [77, 93, 104, 111, 159, 166, 207, 214].
1The five distinct sample dataframes generated within each temporal step have identical sizes since
they are permutations of the same underlying data split into random training and validation sets.
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To utilize transfer learning a CNN first learns generalizable features - such as basic lines,
shapes, and other patterns - from a much larger, albeit unrelated, set of images. The now
pre-trained CNN retains that knowledge and is fine-tuned using application specific data
(e.g., satellite imagery with conflict fatality labels). This process allows leveraging CNNs
for applications which would not have sufficient data to train a freshly initialized CNN.
The standard pre-trained ResNet architecture was modified to work with ten bands of
imagery - compared to the three bands of red, green, and blue found in common images,
including those in ImageNet. Following examples in the literature, the additional bands
were initialized using an average of the red, green, and blue bands [77, 104]. Finally, the
final layer of the CNN responsible for classification was replaced in order to utilize the
binary classes identifying whether a conflict event was fatal.
As noted above, five sample dataframes for training and validation were created for
each temporal pair to mitigate the chance that results are influenced by the generation of
an individual sample dataframe. For each of the five sample dataframes generated for every
temporal combination, a batch of CNNs were trained consisting of 16 different parameter
combinations. The parameters adjusted were the ResNet architecture, the learning rate,
gamma, and step size. Variations of the network architecture are primarily distinguished
by the number of layers, or their depth [88]. Learning rate is indicative of how fast a CNN
learns from the input data, or how quickly it changes based on error. Using too low of
learning rate may result in a network taking a very long time to train, while too high of a
value may result in an unstable network. Gamma is the amount the learning rate decays
after a certain step size.
Parameter Values
Network Resnet18, Resnet50
Learning Rate 0.0001, 0.00001
Gamma 0.25, 0.5
Step Size 10, 15
Table 3.3: Network parameters adjusted during testing, and associated values.
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The values tested for each of the parameters, seen in Table 3.3, were based on results
from Chapter 2 [77]. While this work showed minimal variation in performance across
parameters in the specified ranges, the work included only yearly data at a single point
in time. These parameter comparisons were included to ensure parameterization does not
have an influence when using a broader time series of data, as well as when using six month
intervals of data. For all tests stochastic gradient descent (SGD) optimization was used
over 60 epochs with a batch size of 64. Using each of the temporal steps identified in Table
3.2 with the 16 parameter combinations, over five sample dataframes resulted in a total of
1200 trained CNNs.
3.2.3 Validation
For each temporal pair, a set of validation data was withheld from the training data, and
subsequently used to produce predictions. The result of each prediction is the probability
of a fatality at the location of a conflict event. The threshold at which the prediction
probabilities are classified as likely to be fatal is 0.5 by default (i.e., values over 0.5 are
predicted to be fatal in the event of conflict). However, reducing the threshold will reduce
the occurrences of false negatives, or cases where a fatal conflict event is misclassified as
safe. Given the implications of false negatives for security applications, the validation
considered performance metrics which reflect behavior across a range of thresholds.
A confusion matrix defining the relationship of all possible outcomes for a binary clas-
sifier was generate to assess the performance of the models. In the confusion matrix actual
and predicted values are either positive (a fatality occurred from a conflict event) or nega-
tive (no fatality occurred from a conflict event) as seen in Table 3.4. The accuracy metric






Positive true positive (tp) false positive (fp)
Negative false negative (fn) true negative (tn)
Table 3.4: Confusion matrix definitions.
Two additional metrics derived from the confusion matrix are the true positive rate, and
the false positive rate. Equation 3.2 defines recall as the ratio of true positives to all actual
positives. The false positive rate, as seen in Equation 3.3, is the ratio of false positives to all
actual negatives. These metrics provide additional context when predicting positive cases
is important, and are effective indicators of performance when used together. An ideal
classifier with 100% accuracy would manage to have both perfect true and false positive
rates. In practice, an imperfect classifier which aims to avoid false negatives must balance
achieving a high true positive rate, and thus avoid false negatives, without increasing the
false positive rate drastically. A heavily skewed classifier that predicted every sample as
positive would ultimately detect 100% of true positives, but would have a very high false













A useful visualization for balancing the true and false positive rates of models is the
Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve [19]. An ROC curve plots the true positive
rate on the y-axis and the false positive rate on the x-axis as threshold for detecting positive
cases based on probability is varied from 0 to 1. The example ROC curve seen in Figure
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3.1) plots both the results of the model predictions, as well as a line indicating what a
predictor with no skill would produce. No skill refers to a model which predicts some ratio
of positives regardless of input, such that the true and false positive rate are always equal.
It ranges from a rate of zero at which all predictions would be negative, to a rate of one
at which all predictions would be positive.
Figure 3.1: Example of a receiver operating characteristic curve
Common metric used alongside ROC curves in the area under the curve (AUC). In
a perfect classifier, which has a true positive rate of 1.0 regardless of the false positive
rate, the AUC would be 1.0. For a random or "no skill" classifier, the AUC would be
0.5. The value of the AUC for a model can be used to assess overall performance, as well
as to identify a threshold value suitable for a specific application, and has been used in
other applications of satellite imagery and CNNs within the development community [158].
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These metrics and visualizations were used to compare the performance of CNNs trained
to predict conflict fatalities from satellite imagery across varying temporal steps.
3.3 Results
Using the methods described in Section 3.2, 1200 CNNs were trained to predict the prob-
ability of a fatality resulting from a conflict event at a given location, based on Landsat 8
imagery. The testing covered 15 distinct temporal pairs using either yearly or six month
aggregations of imagery and conflict data (listed in Table 3.2), and explored the impact of
16 different CNN hyperparameter combinations (detailed in Table 3.3). To ensure model
performance was not dependent on a particular random sample generation, testing included
repeating the sample generation process five times.
3.3.1 Influence of Hyperparameters
The first analysis of the results consisted of comparing model accuracy based on varying
CNN hyperparameters. The methods discussed in Section 3.2 tested a subset of hyperpa-
rameters used in earlier work to confirm that hyperparameters have minimal impact on
performance even when training data is expanded to included both yearly and six month
aggregations, across multiple points in time. The box plots in Figure 3.2 detail the hyper-
parameter results from all three temporal steps of the yearly and six month data listed in
Table 3.2
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Figure 3.2: Results of parameter tests of 6 month data.
No noticeable change based on hyperparameters were found, with average accuracy for
each hyperparameter consistently around 73%. Based on these results confirming find-
ings in earlier work, a single parameter combination was selected to utilize in subsequent
analysis. To identify the single parameter combination, for each individual yearly and six
month temporal pairs, all parameter combinations which were in the top 25% of accuracy
values across the five samples tested were saved. Of these, only a single parameter combi-
nation appeared in the top 25% for every test, and was selected as the optimal parameter
combination.
The final parameters utilized the ResNet50 CNN architecture, a learning rate of 0.0001,
a gamma of 0.25, and a step size of 15. This produced a mean accuracy of 72% at using
both yearly and six month data, with a maximum accuracy of 82% using six month data,
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and a maximum of 78% using yearly data. Across tests, a broader range between minimum
and maximum values was seen when using the six month data compared to yearly data.
3.3.2 Optimal Temporal Pairs
The subset of models using the final parameter combination were further refined by an-
alyzing the performance of the varying six month pairings of imagery and conflict data
used for training. As seen in Figure 3.3, the four pairings for each of the time periods were
compared to identify which imagery (first half vs second half of prior year) was able to
best predict conflict fatality in each half of the prediction year.
Results using 2014/15 and 2018/19 data showed that using the imagery from the first six
months of a year (January-June) to predict conflict fatality in first six months of following
year outperformed using imagery from the last six months (July-December) to predict the
last six months of conflict fatality in the following year. In 2016/17 using July-December
imagery to predict January-June conflict fatality in the following year performed slightly
better. Using July-December imagery to predict the following year’s July-December con-
flict fatality consistently outperformed using January-June imagery to predict the following
year’s July-December conflict fatality, though by varying amounts. Overall, the best aver-
age performance was achieved using January-June imagery to predict January-June conflict
fatality, and July-December imagery to predict July-December conflict fatality.
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Figure 3.3: Results for 6 month data pairings.
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Figure 3.4: Results for yearly data pairings.
Across all six month pairings in 2018/19 overall accuracy was found to be lower than
accuracy for 2014/15 and 2016/17 pairings. The accuracy using yearly data showed similar
patterns, as seen in Figure 3.4. This drop in accuracy was associated with a notable shift
in the location of conflict events in 2019 when compared with 2015 and 2017, as seen in
Figures 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7 (increased activity in north west). The impact of a significant
geographic shift in the location of training data on performance will be discussed further
in Section 3.4.
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Figure 3.5: Location of conflict events in 2015 [165], Map data c©2020 Google [78]
Figure 3.6: Location of conflict events in 2017 [165], Map data c©2020 Google [78]
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Figure 3.7: Location of conflict events in 2019 [165], Map data c©2020 Google [78]
3.3.3 Temporal Comparison
Filtering the original tests based on the optimal hyperparameter combination and the
best performing six month temporal pairs resulted in a final set of data consisting of nine
temporal pairs (three yearly, and two six month per year). Each of the nine remaining
temporal steps were used to produce five randomly generated training and validation sam-
ple dataframes from the full set of data. Predictions using the final models were validated
using additional metrics beyond accuracy, as discussed in Section 3.2, to provide a more
realistic indicator of performance. For each test, ROC curves, and the accompanying area
under curve (AUC) metric, were produced to assess the ability of the models to effectively
predict true positives without generating too many false positives.
An example of these ROC curves is seen in Figure 3.8 and shows the results for using
2014 imagery to predict the 2015 probability of a fatality from conflict. All ROC curves
are included in Appendix A, with Figures A.1-A.3 showing ROC curves for yearly data
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and Figures A.4-A.9 for six month data. Each Figure includes the curve and AUC value
for each of the five sample dataframes tested at that temporal step. The average ROC
AUC for each temporal step is shown in Table 3.5.
Figure 3.8: ROC curve produced from model train on 2014 imagery to predict the prob-
ability of a fatality if there is a conflict event in 2015.
AUC values when using the yearly data were consistently higher than when using six
month data. For both the 2014/15 and 2015/17 models, the AUC dropped by 2.5% when
moving from yearly to six month. In 2018/19, six month data model AUC dropped by
nearly double that. As noted earlier when evaluating accuracy, there was a significant drop
in performance based on AUC ROC in 2018/19 when compared to earlier years, with AUC
values of approximately 10% less than the corresponding 2014/15 and 2016/17 models.
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Imagery Temporal Conflict Temporal AUC ROC
2014 all 2015 all 0.815
2014 Jan-Jun 2015 Jan-Jun 0.790
2014 Jul-Dec 2015 Jul-Dec 0.796
2016 all 2017 all 0.807
2016 Jan-Jun 2017 Jan-Jun 0.782
2016 Jul-Dec 2017 Jul-Dec 0.797
2018 all 2019 all 0.722
2018 Jan-Jun 2019 Jan-Jun 0.681
2018 Jul-Dec 2019 Jul-Dec 0.678
Table 3.5: ROC AUC for each temporal.
Overall these results indicated that using six month intervals of imagery to predict
the risk of fatalities due to conflict events can achieve similar performance to using yearly
intervals of data, and both may be susceptible to errors due to changes in patterns in the
underlying data. A greater range between minimum and maximum accuracy for models
using six month aggregates, despite comparable average performance, may be indicative of
instability due to fewer training and validation samples. Although evaluating models based
on accuracy provided a useful means of narrowing down a large subset of initial models,
metrics such as ROC AUC provided additional insight into the ability of predictions to
be used in real-world applications. The shifts in performance seen across the time series
explored during tests - primarily reduced performance in 2018/19 - along with other limi-
tations and potential future directions of the work presented in this chapter are discussed
in the following section.
3.4 Discussion & Conclusion
This chapter presented evidence that convolutional neural networks trained on six month
and yearly aggregates of moderate-resolution satellite imagery and conflict data provide
comparable ability to generate time series predictions of the likelihood a conflict event at
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a given location will be fatal. The work resulted in two notable findings. First, results
showed that CNNs are able to detect features in satellite imagery that are indicators of
the risk of death from conflict across multiple distinct time periods, as well as at varying
temporal steps. Second, tests using shorter periods (six months) of data showed comparable
performance to CNNs trained using longer periods (full year) of data, with only minor
decreases in accuracy. These findings advance work presented in Chapter 2 using similar
methods to predict conflict fatalities at a single time period [77], and contributes more
broadly to literature which has primarily used data aggregates across broad or nonspecific
time periods [9, 56, 89, 104].
By engaging in a comparison of models trained with varying length temporal intervals
(six month and yearly) across three distinct time periods (2014/15, 2016/17, 2018/19)
this work produced insight into several additional aspects of using CNNs and satellite
imagery to predict the probability of conflict fatalities over time. As a byproduct of
testing performance at varying points in time, this work also was able to observe the models
behavior when the geographic distribution of samples shifted over time. The decrease in
performance from the models using 2014/15 and 2016/17 compared with the 2018/19 data
was one of the most severe changes found throughout testing. As shown in Section 3.3, this
change in performance was associated with a notable shift in the geographic distribution of
conflict locations used for training. This reinforces the importance of testing out-of-sample
predictions - across both space and time - presented in literature [56], and suggests a need
for additional training and validation data to improve the robustness of the models.
3.4.1 Limitations
The findings of this chapter highlight three key limitations which pose barriers to utilizing
the methods presented in real-world applications.
1. Geographic Coverage. Previous work to produce predictions of poverty using CNNs
and satellite imagery across multiple geographic extents (countries) has shown vary-
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ing performance based on which areas were used to train models, as well as which
country’s predictions were being evaluated [104]. Other work has advised caution
when extending predictions across geographic areas, and also suggests that temporal
variation in imagery may impact performance [56]. Given the potential impact of
shifting the geographic distribution of locations, as seen in the findings in this chapter
contrasting results for 2014/15 & 2016/17 with 2018/19, applications of these meth-
ods may need to consider the geographic distribution of training and validation data
as well as the distribution of where the model will be used to generate predictions.
2. Limited Training Data. Transfer learning and pre-trained CNNs can be leveraged
to reduce the dependence on large training data sets, yet there is still a need for
enough data to sufficiently fine-tune pre-trained networks. Insufficient training data
may be one of the reasons for a decrease in performance when moving from using
a full year of data to a half year of data. The larger range between minimum and
maximum accuracy from tests using six month data aggregate also indicates the
potential instability of model performance when relying on smaller training sets.
3. Temporal Extrapolation. The methodology presented in this chapter served to illus-
trate the ability of CNN to detect meaningful features across various time steps, by
validating performance using additional data from the same year used for training.
In real world applications, it would be necessary to train on existing historic data to
generate predictions for future years where no data yet exists.
3.4.2 Future Directions
Despite the promising performance of models using six month data aggregates when com-
pared to models using yearly aggregates, the above concerns are critical to address moving
forward. The primary concerns and limitations detailed above can be summarized as fol-
lows. First, limited geographic coverage of training data reduces performances in areas
not included in training. Second, the amount of training data may be insufficient to cre-
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ate robust models. Third, models trained and validated using data for a single temporal
pair may not be capable of generating predictions for future periods. Modifications to the
methodology presented in this chapter described below offer possible solutions to these
issues.
1. Increasing Coverage and Samples. One possible solution to all three of the limitations
presented is to training a model on a combination of samples from multiple tempo-
ral pairs. For example, where the work presented trained a separate models using
imagery / conflict pairs for 2014/15 and 2016/17, a single model could be trained on
data for both temporal pairs. In addition to increasing geographic coverage and sam-
ple size, combining temporal pairs would enable exploring the models ability predict
conflict fatality beyond the temporal range on which they were trained. For example,
the model described above trained on data from 2014/15 and 2016/17 temporal pairs
could be used to predict conflict fatality in 2019. The predictions from the resulting
model could be validated with existing 2019 data, and compared to the performance
of the model trained using 2018/19 data presented in Section 3.3. A wide range of
potential sampling combinations based on different temporal pairs can be imagined,
yet would require testing and comparison to determine which would be sufficient to
overcome limitations associated with small sample sizes while maintaining or even
improving model performance compared to the results presented.
2. Future Predictions. A key component in generating models with a high confidence
level for future predictions (i.e., periods of time not included in the training) is
robust historical validation. While the initial results for estimates across the time
series explored are promising, they are dependent on a relatively small sample used
for training and validation at specific intervals. Validation samples used in this
chapter consist of less than one hundred unique conflict events per six month period
on average. Other conflict datasets not selected as our primary training data, such as
the Integrated Crisis Early Warning System (ICEWS) [16], may provide a valuable
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source of additional validation data. While a lack of data on non fatal conflict events
ruled out using some conflict data for training, an additional source of fatal event
data would be useful for validation purposes.
3. Spatial Scale. An aspect of validation for real world applications not covered in
this chapter is the spatial scale of predictions. Thus far, this chapter has primarily
discussed predictions and validation in terms of known conflict events at specific
locations. Future estimate would likely be made in the form of a surface, or grid,
across an entire region. In these scenarios the resolution of the surface or distance
between grid points used would play a significant role in the accuracy of predictions.
Given possible concerns with the accuracy of the underlying georeferencing of conflict
events datasets [53], and that a single coordinate is often a simplification of the extent
of a conflict event, it may also be practical to aggregate to predictions to relevant
local units such as administrative zones.
4. Prediction Window. As methods for predicting poverty progress, applications may
aim to generate predictions for narrower windows of time (e.g., three month peri-
ods). Using the presented methodology may result in issues (a) producing cloud
free aggregates of satellite imagery without missing data, and (b) suffer reduced per-
formance due to limitations of regarding the temporal precision of recorded conflict
events. Despite the 16 day revisit time of Landsat 8 imagery, not each visit results
in a usable scene based on quality assurance and preprocessing steps detailed in Sec-
tion 3.2. As a result, it is necessary to have a sufficient temporal span over which
to aggregate scenes and achieve full coverage. A possible solution to this problem
would be to aggregate a longer period of imagery than the prediction interval. For
example, a model could be trained to use six month aggregates of imagery to pre-
dict three months of conflict fatalities. Limitations based on the temporal precision
of the underlying conflict data used for training would be more difficult to resolve.
Potential solutions include identifying new sources of data with improved temporal
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precision, or working with data providers to improve data collection.
5. Machine Learning Developments. In addition to addressing the primary limitations
encountered in this chapter as discussed above, multiple opportunities exist for im-
proving on the existing methodology based on progress within the broader machine
learning community. Examples of pathways towards improving model performance
include the use of ensemble models [120, 122, 218], 3D convolutional layers [108, 123],
and other CNN architectures such as ResNeXt [210]. Applying transformations such
as rotating or flipping the input satellite image are another viable means of increas-
ing exposure to data variations when using limited training data [63, 144]. These
methods have been used widely, and may offer an improvement of the basic sampling
scheme presented in this chapter [85].
3.4.3 Conclusion
The work presented in this chapter sought to answer the research question: can utilizing
finer resolution temporal steps improve the accuracy of conflict fatality predictions using
moderate resolution satellite imagery and convolutional neural networks? Using Landsat
8 imagery and ACLED conflict data, this chapter showed that models trained using six
month and yearly intervals were able to achieve comparable performance at multiple points
in time. While predictive ability varied, overall metrics of both accuracy as well as ROC
area under the curve both reached approximately 75% on average. These results advance
existing work in the field by providing evidence that meaningful features in satellite imagery
which are associated with conflict fatalities can be found using shorter intervals of imagery
as well as at multiple points in time. Combined, these findings provide a pathway forward
for producing future estimates of the risk of conflict fatalities that may be used in a variety
of development and security applications.
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Chapter 4
GeoQuery: Integrating HPC Systems
and Public Web-based Geospatial
Data Tools1




Geospatial data is expanding in terms of quantity, quality, scope, and accessibility [138].
Researchers have access to geospatial data in different formats from a wide variety of
sources, including data generated by satellites [59, 151, 196], geoparsing and coding of
news articles [119], GPS enabled consumer devices [216], census records [139] and many
more. Given that the process of collecting and preparing data for research can be the most
time consuming portions of a project even for researchers with relevant experience and
skills [116, 142], tools that reduce the time needed for these steps can be of significant use
to researchers.
This chapter presents GeoQuery, a solution to many of the challenges of integrating and
accessing geospatial data, which combines the computational power of high performance
computing (HPC) and the usability of a simple web application. Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2
provide an overview of the types of geospatial data being generated and concomitant need
for the tool presented here. Section 4.2 explores the details of the data management and
processing infrastructure employed in an HPC cluster environment, the data types available
through GeoQuery and related preparation steps, data processing methods, and the design
of the web application. Section 4.3 provides a discussion and conclusion, including usage
within research and academic communities, lessons learned since the development and
launch of GeoQuery, and avenues for future work.
4.1.1 Variety and Growth of Geospatial Data
Examples of geospatial data providers are many and varied, as are the types of data and
applications available. Satellite based sensors are capable of measuring a range of physical
properties such as soil moisture, vegetation, elevation, cloud structures, and ocean pigment
concentrations. Some satellite products - including nighttime lights, forest cover, and
vegetation metrics - have historic data available for over 25 years and are being produced at
increasingly finer temporal and geospatial scales [21, 23, 86, 90]. Geospatial data generated
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by integrating remote imagery with other expertise and datasets have been produced for
a range of additional covariates such as temperature [134], precipitation [135], slope [103,
145], water bodies [208] and more [75].
The growing availability and use of geospatial data is not only limited to the geo-
sciences. Within the international development community, geospatially referenced data
on aid has increased significantly in recent years [194]. Demographic and Health Surveys
(DHS), Living Standards Measurement Study (LSMS) surveys, and Afrobarometer surveys
have now been geocoded to the level of enumeration areas, providing information on the
socioeconomic characteristics of previously “invisible” populations [12, 26, 83]. Multiple
sources now regularly produce observations of social and violent conflict events, includ-
ing the Uppsala Conflict Data Program’s Georeferenced Events Dataset [189], the Armed
Conflict Location and Event Database [165], the Integrated Crisis Early Warning System
[16], and the Social Conflict Analysis Database [175]. Geospatial information on popu-
lation [31, 32], child mortality [28], travel time to cities [150], natural resource deposits
[22, 67, 125, 126, 177], and protected areas [101] are also increasingly accessible.
4.1.2 Challenges and Community Progress to Date
While the challenges of geospatial data access have been acknowledged for decades, as
geospatial data has increased in quantity and resolution so has the scope of computation
and skill sets required [73, 74]. A simple illustration of this challenge is the range of
file formats and data structures across data sources. Raster data can utilize file standards
including GeoTiff, HDF4/5, netCDF, ASCII, BIL, MAP, and dozens of others [39]; further,
data may be provided as a global mosaic or tiled to arbitrary sizes or as raw scenes captured
by satellites. Vector data formats include shapefiles, plain text formats such as GeoJSON
or CSV, geospatial extensions for databases such as SpatialLite and PostGIS, and even
geospatial PDF documents containing georeferenced information [39]. Individual files may
be compressed or archived using numerous approaches [80], and the conventions used for
organizing and naming directories and files are rarely consistent across organizations or
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projects [54, 59, 71, 151, See].
Further exacerbating the challenge of using geospatial data is the fact that the growing
number of users of geospatial data are as diverse as the sources, topics, and formats of
geospatial data. While some disciplines and sub-fields have a long history of incorporating
geospatial data into analyses, many emergent users do not [40, 81, 113, 164]. This lack of
experience can lead to a duplication of effort across, or even within, disciplines [72, 129].
Many groups within both the geosciences and social sciences are seeking to provide
easier access to geospatial data. Many tools and applications exist within the broader
geospatial data ecosystem, which engage a variety of user groups with different purposes
and limitations based on the primary goals of the application and the needs of their audi-
ences. For example, AppEARS (Application for Extracting and Exploring Analysis Ready
Samples) by NASA/USGS (lpdaac.usgs.gov) offers custom point and area samples for
data available through NASA Earthdata (earthdata.nasa.gov), with restrictions on the
complexity of individual requests. The Peace Research Institute Oslo (PRIO) has cre-
ated PRIO-GRID, which offers data on armed conflicts, socio-economic conditions, ethnic
groups, physical attributes, climatic conditions and more, aggregated to a 0.5 x 0.5 decimal
degrees grid [192]. IPUMS (Integrated Public Use Microdata Series), part of the Minnesota
Population Center at the University of Minnesota, maintains IPUMS Terra. This tool of-
fers extensive microdata along with data on agriculture, climate, and land cover that can
be accessed or visualized in different formats [149]. ETH Zurich developed the Geographic
Research On War, Unified Platform (GROWup) which provides data related to settlement
patterns of politically active ethnic groups around the world from 1946-2013 [68]. Other
tools focus on data discovery, such as DataONE (dataone.org) or the IRI Climate Data
Library (iridl.ldeo.columbia.edu). Giovanni (giovanni.gsfc.nasa.gov) provides visualization
and analysis tools for geophysical data. The scope and audience of tools can vary greatly;
Google Earth Engine (earthengine.google.com) is a general platform with vast capabilities
for using and accessing geospatial data.
GeoQuery adds to this ecosystem by providing a scalable, parallelized computational
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framework designed to enable non-experts to quickly aggregate geospatial information from
arbitrary datasets to geographic boundaries. The collection of data in GeoQuery aims to
serve users across disciplines, from the social science to the natural/geophysical sciences.
By reducing the overhead of processing datasets at large scales and offering an extensive
selection of curated multi-disciplinary datasets along with permanent replication links for
requests, GeoQuery fills a critical gap for researchers seeking fast and easy access to a wide
range of geospatial data.
4.2 Methods
GeoQuery was envisioned as a web application that would allow users with little to no
training in geospatial data retrieval to easily find, and aggregate disparate geospatial data
sources into a single CSV-based file. Because GeoQuery was intended to serve a broad set
of disciplines and potential applications, it incorporates a diverse collection of geographic
boundaries defining units of analysis and measurement datasets that can be aggregated to
the boundaries. In order to ensure that GeoQuery would be sustainable, a standardized
data model was defined that allows fully automated processes to manage all aspects of
data processing and user requests.
4.2.1 Data Model
GeoQuery separates datasets into two primary categories: (1) geospatial data in vector
format (points, lines, or polygons)2 defining geographic boundaries of units of analysis
(e.g., watersheds or administrative boundaries), and (2) geospatial data in raster format
representing measurements to be aggregated to units of analysis (e.g., land cover or night-
time lights). The processing architecture presented here is designed to take these two
types of data as an input, and produce tabular summary statistics for each arbitrary unit
of analysis; a procedure generally referred to as "zonal statistics" in GIS software plat-
2GeoQuery currently only contains boundaries based on polygons, but the data model and methods
discussed in this chapter support point and line features as well.
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forms [57]. Zonal statistics involves identifying measurement data (i.e., pixels from raster
data) relevant to a given boundary feature3 and aggregating measurement values using a
specified aggregation method (e.g., mean, min, max).
4.2.1.1 Boundary Datasets
All boundary data are stored in GeoJSON format [20] and contain any source attributes
such as the name of individual units of analysis as well as a unique identifier added during
the GeoQuery ingestion process. GeoQuery’s primary source of vector data is GeoBound-
aries [182]. GeoBoundaries is easily accessible for public usage and provides administra-
tive zone information for nearly all countries at the ADM0, ADM1, and ADM2 level,
with reduced coverage at finer levels4. Additionally, arbitrary grid products that enable
global-scope analyses have been generated, including a 0.5x0.5 decimal degree global grid.
4.2.1.2 Measurement Datasets
Sources of measurement data are many and varied: from satellite-based measurements of
vegetation to features describing river networks and other water bodies. In every case,
preprocessing for GeoQuery involves ensuring the data are in raster format with pixel
values that allow for meaningful aggregation to arbitrary units of analysis. In some cases,
such as with CIESIN’s GPW population datasets [31] the raw data are accessed manually
through a portal with a login, consist of few relatively small files, and are provided as
a global rasters that do not require additional processing. However, other datasets can
be more difficult to download and require extensive processing before being ready to be
ingested into GeoQuery, and potentially require working in consultation with the data
provider. One example is the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) provided
by NASA’s Long Term Data Record (LTDR) [147]. Daily data files in HDF format from
3The term "boundary feature" or simply "boundary" or "feature" refers to a single unit of analysis,
whereas "boundary dataset" or "boundaries" refers to the complete dataset or all units of analysis.
4"ADM" notation refers to administrative levels, where ADM0 is the country level and ADM1 is the
next finest administrative level, and so on.
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multiple sensors across the span of the dataset must be downloaded from an FTP server,
cleaned to prevent erroneous values resulting from aggregation, aggregated to common
time steps (i.e., years or seasons), then output in GeoTiff format. Other datasets, such as
VIIRS [54] are provided as raster tiles, each file covering only a portion of the earth, which
must be mosaiced into a global raster (in addition to any other processing).
Data generated from sources other than satellites can pose additional challenges. Sur-
vey data from Afrobarometer [12] is provided with place-names alone; these place-names
must first be translated into geographic coordinates, and then rasterized5 in such a way
so as to preserve ordinal, continuous, and discrete types of survey responses. Conflict
events, frequently provided with coordinates, must be rasterized to appropriate formats
and resolutions. Each of these data sources requires customized pipelines before datasets
are ingested into GeoQuery. As an example, raw information (e.g., PDF documents) on the
geographic locations to which international aid has been allocated undergoes a geolocation
process which identifies relevant features (administrative zones, roads, cities, forests, etc.)
associated with the aid’s disbursement. These resulting vector features are then rasterized
and the associated aid value is evenly split over the resulting pixels. The result of this
rasterization and aid distribution for each geolocated feature is summed to produce a final
aid surface product6.
A further complication encountered during preprocessing is the spatial and temporal
scope and resolution of some datasets, and the amount of computational time required
to prepare them. In order to prepare datasets in a reasonable amount of time (hours vs
days) these preprocessing routines are often parallelized. In cases where the raw data are
in vector format the datasets go through a rasterization process mentioned in the previous
examples. While these rasterization and preprocessing steps do impose certain restrictions
on how datasets must be formatted, the resulting standardization enables GeoQuery to
5Rasterization of a simple vector feature defining a boundary creates a binary raster at an arbitrary
resolution where values of 1 indicated pixels within the boundary. Rasterization of a vector feature rep-
resenting measurement data will produce a raster with values based on a specified attribute of the vector
feature. For additional details, see: https://www.gdal.org/gdal_rasterize.html
6Implementation of this methodology can be found at https://github.com/itpir/geo-hpc
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function using automated processes.
All processing steps and code used are made publicly available7 so that users have
access to every step taken to transform the raw source data into the version used in
GeoQuery. The collection of measurement data available through GeoQuery is curated
based on the quality, frequency, geospatial and temporal coverage of datasets. Datasets
include a range of outcome measures, intervention data, and covariate information. An
overview of measurement data incorporated into GeoQuery is shown in Table 4.1.
7https://github.com/itpir/geo-datasets
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Table 4.1: Measurement Data Sources, June 2018
Theme Dataset Name Source
Environmental / Geophysical





On-Shore Petroleum Locations [192]
MODIS Land Cover V5.1 [146]
NDVI (LTDR) [148]
Gemstone Deposits [125]





Global Environment Facility [70]
World Bank [2]




Population (V3, V4) [31]
Nighttime Lights (DMSP) [151]
Nighttime Lights (VIIRS) [54]
Travel time to Major Cities [150]
Child Mortality in Africa [28]
Trust in Country President (Africa) [12]
Distance-based Metrics
Distance to Lootable Gold Deposits [125]
Distance to Gemstone Deposits [125]
Distance to Diamond Deposits [67]
Distance to Coast [208]
Distance to Water [208]
Distance to Roads [33]
Distance to Country Borders [92]
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4.2.1.3 Ingesting Datasets into GeoQuery
For all datasets in GeoQuery, a metadata record is constructed and validated prior to
ingestion. This metadata stores the type of input data (boundary, measurement), along
with key fields such as a citation and source details, a description of the dataset (and
relevant data units when applicable), keywords used for searches, temporal information,
and other details. Before being accepted into GeoQuery, the dataset and metadata are run
through an automated validation process which ensures essential fields are included in the
correct format, and generates additional metadata describing the geospatial coverage of the
dataset, a record of files included in the dataset, and system information (date, versions
of scripts, etc.). Once validation has completed, the metadata is added into GeoQuery’s
primary MongoDB database collection [140] which stores the metadata for datasets in
GeoQuery, and the datasets are stored as GeoJSON and GeoTIFF files for boundary and
measurement data respectively.
Upon being added to GeoQuery, automated processes will detect new datasets and run
indexing procedures to associate the new boundary or measurement dataset with existing
measurement or boundary datasets, respectively, that have overlapping geospatial coverage.
This indexing procedure enables subsequent processes in GeoQuery to rapidly identify
boundary and measurement datasets that are related using fast and simple standard queries
instead of more complex geospatial queries. Once indexes have been generated, another
automated task runs to determine all possible combinations of boundary and measurement
datasets that could be requested by a user. Each potential combination is added as a task
for automated zonal statistic routines to run. The following section will examine the
methods used to run zonal statistics in GeoQuery.
4.2.2 Zonal Statistics Methods
One of the core challenges overcome by GeoQuery is the bulk aggregations of arbitrary
rasters to arbitrary boundaries. This challenge is largely due to limitations of existing
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tools and platforms which do not have the capability to parallelize tasks or handle large
aggregations (e.g., 30-meter estimates of forest cover aggregated to country of Russia).
Such tasks can either take days to run or fail due to memory limitations.
Although implementations of zonal statistics tools are commonly found in a variety of
existing GIS tools [1, 25, 57, 170], GeoQuery has modified the Rasterstats Python package
[162] to improve the flexibility and efficiency of the zonal statistics process in an HPC
environment, and add additional functionality. These additions address three core aspects
of zonal statistics which can be modified to improve computational efficiency and address
specific usage concerns: (1) splitting individual boundary features into smaller pieces to
manage memory usage and enable parallelization, (2) utilizing pixel coverage weights based
on overlap of features with individual raster pixels to improve accuracy when using a feature
which is small relative to resolution of raster data, and (3) incorporating weights based
on latitude to accurately account for pixel area when calculating statistics which are area
dependent.
4.2.2.1 Feature splitting
A simple but necessary step in generating statistics for any boundary requires determining
which measurements (pixels) are associated with the boundary feature. In the case of
raster-based measurements, this is equivalent to identifying which raster pixels intersect
with a given boundary. This is accomplished by rasterizing the boundary vector - i.e.,
constructing a binary grid at the same geospatial resolution as the measurement data
raster, in which each grid cell represented by a one indicates a pixel that intersects the
boundary. This rasterized feature can then be applied as a mask to the measurement
data to select only the relevant pixels. The selected raster pixels can then be passed to a
statistical function for aggregation.
While a straightforward procedure, in order to enable arbitrary combinations of bound-
ary and measurement data GeoQuery must be able to conduct this process irrespective
of the scope or resolution of the input data. When a boundary covering a large area is
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combined with fine resolution measurement data, this process can result in a large amount
of data (number of pixels) being read into memory. In HPC environments mitigating this
is particularly important due to the shared-memory infrastructure of individual nodes in
the cluster. For example, if a 16-core node (running 16 tasks in parallel) has 64 gigabytes
of memory, the total memory being used by the 16 cores cannot exceed 64 gigabytes. If
any core exceeds the total memory available on the node, not only will that core’s task
fail, but it may cause all tasks running on the node to fail as well.
To avoid exceeding the memory limits of a node, large boundary features are split
into smaller pieces, and the zonal statistics process is run on each one individually before
aggregating the results. This "feature splitting" approach is done following a procedure
which seeks to:
1. Avoid splitting measurements in the underlying datasets (i.e., split along pixels edges
rather than in middle of a pixel).
2. Split so as to guarantee that the total amount of memory being used by the set of
cores on a node cannot cumulatively exceed the memory available on the node.
3. Preserve the geometry of the original boundary feature and the accuracy of the final,
aggregated value.
To accomplish this, the maximum size of a feature that can be processed (given a set
amount of memory) is defined in terms of the number of pixels covered by the feature.
Since the number of pixels covered by a given feature will vary based on the resolution of
the underlying measurement data, this must be assessed within the zonal statistics process,
and subsequent feature splits applied dynamically. This pixel limit can be adjusted based
on the available resources of a system and can be determined using simple scaling tests
designed to estimate the number of pixels which suit the desired memory allocation per
core8.
8Given a margin of error to account for data type and other factors, GeoQuery assumes approximately
250,000 pixels per 4GB of memory when using the algorithms detailed in this chapter
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4.2.2.2 Coverage weighting
The pixel size of measurement data can be highly variable across different measurement
datasets (e.g., 30 meter pixels vs 5 kilometer pixels). In the case of small boundary features
(small relative to the size of measurement data raster pixels), the area of individual units
can be of a similar scale to the pixel size of the measurement data. This can result in pixels
along the edges of a boundary, which only partially overlap with the boundary, constituting
a large portion of the pixels used to calculate zonal statistics for the boundary. Pixels which
overlap with multiple boundary features can present additional issues, such as in the case
of aggregating population count. Including the population associated with a given pixel in
the sum for multiple features would overestimate the true total population.
Because of cases like these, when generating zonal statistics for boundary features it can
be useful to know the coverage or intersection of each pixel for the boundary feature being
analyzed. These coverage estimates, or coverage weights, can then be used to improve the
calculation of zonal statistics [25, 91]. GeoQuery utilizes coverage weights for all zonal
statistics methods which could be impacted by pixel coverage (i.e., mean and sum but not
min or max).
To illustrate the utility of coverage weighting in zonal statistics, consider the hypothet-
ical measurement data seen in Figure 4.1A, representing estimates of precipitation within
each pixel.
Figure 4.1: A) Pixel values (left), and B) Boundary coverage of pixels (right)
Given this raster, and an arbitrary geographic boundary (red outline in Figure 4.1B), a
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common use-case would be to apply zonal statistics to calculate the average precipitation
(i.e., the mean value of pixels associated with the feature). Zonal statistics implementations
generally select pixels based on whether the centroid of a pixel is covered by the boundary.
Some tools such as Rasterstats or Starspan [170] can also select pixels based on whether
they intersect the boundary.
Ignoring the percent coverage shown in Figure 4.1B and using the centroid based ap-
proach mentioned above, the two left pixels of the raster would be averaged and the two
right pixels would be ignored, and the estimation of precipitation within the red boundary
would follow Equations 1 and 2:
























As a comparison, incorporating the percent coverage of the boundary in the equation
yields:





















5 + 7.5 + 40 + 5
0.5 + 0.25 + 1 + 0.25
= 28.75 (4.4)
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Without pixel weights, zonal statistics results in an estimated mean of 25, while the
coverage weighted method results in a estimated mean of 28.75 - approximately a 13%
difference.
To mediate the resource demand of this procedure, GeoQuery implements coverage
weighting by leveraging the ability to arbitrarily adjust the resolution at which boundary
features are rasterized during zonal statistics. Instead of rasterizing at the same resolution
as the measurement data, GeoQuery introduces a scaling factor to rasterize the boundary
at a finer resolution (e.g., for a scaling factor of 10 rasterization would produce a 10x10 grid
of binary values instead of a single binary value). This finer resolution rasterization is then
aggregated back to the resolution of the measurement data to produce a percent coverage
estimate9 (e.g., the 100 binary values in the 10x10 grid are summed to produce a coverage
weight percentage, x/100, at the measurement data raster resolution). Estimating cover-
age using this method avoids the increased computational complexity of determining the
exact overlap (i.e., calculating intersection of each pixel’s bounding box with the bound-
ary geometry). The trade-off between accuracy and computational complexity results in
imperfect coverage estimates, as seen in Figure 4.2. In this example the coverage of the
original top-right and bottom-right cells from above, which are actually 25%, are estimated
as 30% with a scaling factor of 10.
9The scaling factor of ten used by GeoQuery results in minimal added computational/memory costs.
Larger scaling factors can provide greater accuracy but are slower and require more memory.
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Figure 4.2: In GeoQuery, the vector boundary (represented by the red boundary) is ras-
terized at a spatial resolution much finer than the measurement data we seek to aggregate
(finer geospatial resolution illustrated by blue grid). This rasterized boundary is then ag-
gregated back to the resolution of the measurement data (Figure 4.1) to create a coverage
estimate.
4.2.2.3 Latitude weighting
Because the datasets leveraged in GeoQuery are collected over geographic space and rep-
resented using a 2D plane (i.e., a satellite image / raster data), the challenges of us-
ing geospatial projections to account for the three dimensional nature of the earth apply
[10, 127]. In particular, when aggregating data from an area represented by raster pixels,
it is important to consider the physical area represented by each pixel, and how these areas
may vary across pixels in a dataset. Understanding the area of a pixel requires knowing
the projection information, or coordinate reference system (CRS), used for the data. Most
widely used and publicly available global datasets utilize a geographic projection, CRS
EPSG:4326 - commonly referred to as WGS8410, which uses latitude and longitude coor-
dinates on the WGS84 reference ellipsoid. This CRS is used as a standard for all datasets
in GeoQuery11. Using WGS84, the area represented by pixels in a raster dataset is depen-
dent on latitude. In WGS84, as pixel observations approach the poles, lines of longitude
converge and pixel area decreases (Figure 4.3).
10"WGS84" can potentially be used ambiguously to refer to, for example, the WGS84 datum. In this
chapter "WGS84" will always refer specifically to the EPSG:4326 CRS.
11To date, all raster data used in GeoQuery has been made available in a geographic projection by the
data providers and has not required additional reprojection.
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Figure 4.3: Lines of longitude converging at poles [95]
To accurately account for area when performing zonal statistics using WGS84 datasets,
there are two potential methods: reprojecting the datasets to an equal area projection
[127], or weighting pixels based on latitude [116]. Reprojecting a raster dataset involves
resampling the underlying data in order to rebuild the surface using the new projection.
This process can introduce changes into the data depending on the data type, resampling
method, and raster resolution [116, 149]. The second method, used in GeoQuery, involves
(a) ensuring boundary datasets use WGS84 (a process that can be done with perfect ac-
curacy given the vector format of boundary data [116]), and (b) weighting pixels based on
latitude during the zonal statistics stage of processing. Weights for the underlying raster
data are generated for each row of pixels (representing measurements at some latitude),
utilizing the Haversine distance formula [204] to account for variable size of raster pixels
as distance from the equator increases (Figure 4.3). This approach incurs minimal addi-
tional computational costs during the zonal statistics process and requires no additional
preprocessing or management of the data outside of the zonal statistics process12.
An illustration of this approach follows. Using the same example data from Figure
4.1A, we assume that the raster has a hypothetical resolution of 40 decimal degrees13, and
the top left corner is located at a latitude of 80 degrees (using WGS84). Using the latitude
at the center of each row of pixels (60 degrees for the top row of raster, 20 degrees for the
12Distance between lines of latitude remains constant, so a measurement of longitudinal distance can be
used to weight each pixel rather than the actual pixel area (i.e., latitude distance x longitude distance)
13Pixel size has been exaggerated to illustrate the effect of latitude on pixel area.
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bottom row of this example raster) the ratio of spherical distances calculated using the
Haversine formula were 0.5 for the top row and 0.766 for the bottom row. The calculations
in equations 5 and 6 take into account the underlying values of the raster data, the overlap
between the boundary and raster pixels, and the weighting to account for the relative areas
of each pixel.
























(coverage_weights ∗ latitude_correction) (4.6)
Mean =
2.5 + 3.75 + 30.64 + 3.83
0.5 ∗ 0.5 + 0.25 ∗ 0.5 + 1 ∗ 0.766 + 0.25 ∗ 0.766 = 30.56 (4.7)
The resulting estimate of mean precipitation for the example boundary, 30.56, is ap-
proximately 18% different from the original estimate calculated in Section 4.2.2.2 and
approximately 6% from the estimate incorporating only pixel weighting.
4.2.3 Web Portal and Request Processing
Users access GeoQuery’s data and functionality via a web portal, through which they are
able to submit requests for particular measurement data aggregated to particular bound-
aries14. The user interface and experience of the portal was designed to allow users to
quickly find and select the data needed for research by guiding them through a simple
set of data pages that are intuitive to use. To submit a request, users first select a set
of boundaries to use as units of analysis, which are displayed in a map view (Figure 4.4),
then select measurement datasets to be aggregated to the selected units.
14User requests submitted through the GeoQuery web portal are flagged by GeoQuery as high priority
tasks that will run before generic tasks generated by the automated processes described in Section 4.2.1.3
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Figure 4.4: GeoQuery boundary selection
The selection of measurement datasets (Figure 4.5) allows users to set temporal filters
and the desired aggregation methods such as sum, mean, maximum, minimum, or cat-
egorical values. All available statistical aggregation options are made available for each
individual dataset unless the result of aggregation using the method would not be inter-
pretable (e.g., a summation method is not available for a dataset containing categorical
data, such as land cover).
Figure 4.5: GeoQuery measurement data selection
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Once a user has completed the request process, a record is created and entered into a
database containing their selected units of analysis, measurement datasets, and processing
options. Automated jobs running on the HPC cluster identify new requests, check for
cached data, and manage preparing results. Once data for a user’s request has been
processed, custom documentation is generated and the user is sent an email linking them
to a unique page for their request which serves as a permanent archive for their data and
documentation.
4.3 Results and Discussion
Since being launched in the second quarter of 2017, GeoQuery has run zonal statistics
operations for over two million boundary-measurement data combinations15. As of Au-
gust 2018, over 1750 users have submitted nearly 7000 data requests. Figure 4.6 shows
GeoQuery’s usage since launch.
Figure 4.6: GeoQuery usage by month
GeoQuery has been used in a range of projects and research. In addition to its use
by local researchers, GeoQuery has been utilized by organizations including the World
15Where the boundary data is defined as all features for a given administrative level in a country (e.g.,
Afghanistan ADM1), and the measurement data is a single raster layer (e.g., VIIRS Nighttime Lights in
2014). The count of zonal statistic operations based on the individual features in each boundary data layer
would be drastically higher.
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Bank, the Global Environment Facility, USAID, the Millennium Challenge Corporation,
and the MacArthur Foundation. One of the largest groups of GeoQuery users has been
dozens of universities and other educational institutions, including undergraduates, gradu-
ate students, and faculty. Multiple articles have been published using data from GeoQuery
[13, 133, 172, 173, 220, 221], along with reports by the World Bank Group [209], the In-
dependent Evaluation Group of the World Bank [45], the Overseas Development Institute
[154], and the Expert Group for Aid Studies [99].
To date, GeoQuery has seen the most uptake within the social sciences - particularly
among research communities focused on global development and/or the intersection be-
tween society and nature - but still aims to serve a broader audience. The current, growing,
collection of data available within GeoQuery is intended to support a wide range of research
across disciplines, both by lowering the barrier to entry for researchers new to geospatial
data, but also presenting a fundamentally technological improvement which will enable
anyone to benefit from large scale data processing. A recent use case for GeoQuery as
a tool within the geosciences is a geospatial impact evaluation performed for the Global
Environment Facility [69, 70] in which data from GeoQuery (NDVI, temperature, and pre-
cipitation) was used alongside supplemental data on tree cover [86] and carbon stocks [174]
to model and predict carbon sequestration around land degradation projects.
For any project using GeoQuery, it is important to consider the limitations and impli-
cations associated with the data, methods, and processing decisions used in GeoQuery. In
any project using geospatial data there are numerous potential decisions to make: data to
include, pre-processing methods, zonal statistics options, methodological considerations,
and others. Given the large collection of datasets in GeoQuery, being used by a wide
range of users in unknown applications, these types of decisions are made based on what
will serve the broadest user base possible and impose the least limitations. Unfortunately,
these decisions may not be right for everyone; the power of outsourcing large scale data
processing to GeoQuery inherently comes at the cost of control over what data are avail-
able, and how the data are prepared and processed. While GeoQuery will continue to add
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additional datasets and options where possible and practical, users should consider these
factors when using GeoQuery.
Important geospatial concepts which have not been discussed in this chapter include the
Modifiable Areal Unit Problem (MAUP) and ecological fallacy [10, 155, 156]. The MAUP
and ecological fallacy both deal with the aggregation of geospatial data and the interpre-
tation of the results. While a discussion of these concepts, their implications, and methods
for best handling them are beyond the scope of this chapter, they are critical concepts
users should review and understand when incorporating geospatial data into their work.
GeoQuery does not attempt to solve these problems, but does provides documentation and
supplemental information when possible to aid users in making informed decisions.
An important subset of what has been learned deals with the needs of GeoQuery’s
users. Since launch, the GeoQuery team has been in contact with nearly one hundred of
GeoQuery’s users in order to answer questions of processing and datasets, provide advice
on how to best use data from GeoQuery in research, diagnose potential bugs during the
initial beta, and listen to suggestions for new datasets and features. A key development
early on which resulted from discussions with users involved improving the documentation
provided with requests to help users better understand the format and content of their
request results, and also providing basic tutorials on how to incorporate their request data
into research using common statistical tools.
One of the most common requests to date has been the ability for users to upload custom
boundary data. Dynamically incorporating user boundaries into GeoQuery presents a
variety of technical challenges, but is being considered for future development. Discussions
revolving around boundary data also helped identify the need for a fully open source set of
global administrative boundary data and led to the creation of GeoBoundaries. There are
also plans to incorporate other boundary data, including variable resolution global grids
and protected areas, in the future. Other areas of future work include new measurement
datasets, additional aggregation methods (e.g., fragmentation statistics), the potential for
API access, and a visualization tool.
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4.3.1 Conclusion
Geospatial data is an expansive source of information that is useful for a broad spectrum of
researchers across disciplines. Researchers attempting to incorporate geospatial data into
their work are faced with a multitude of potential sources and formats of data. Identifying,
managing, and leveraging the right data for a particular application can be difficult without
sufficient training and experience. GeoQuery presents a new solution to the technical
elements of this challenge designed around a high performance computing environment
using a flexible data framework, along with a web interface. By implementing a parallelized
and automated set of processes, GeoQuery is able to handle user requests rapidly, averaging
a few minutes or less. All requests come with customized documentation and a permanent
page archiving data for future use, sharing, and replication. Additionally, GeoQuery’s
codebase and processing methodologies are open source. By reducing the barriers to finding
and accessing geospatial data, GeoQuery aims to empower a broad range of data users




This dissertation is motivated by the current lack of accessible geospatial data on key devel-
opment indicators in many countries around the world [38, 82, 112]. Low and middle income
countries are often unable to collect data needed to effectively target aid and resources at
the frequency suggested by international development organizations [117]. Methods of pro-
ducing estimates of difficult to collect development indicators, and distributing geospatial
data in an easy to use format would fill a critical gap currently faced by many researchers
and decision makers [76, 104, 112]. To address this gap, this dissertation addressed re-
search questions related to the overarching question of: can novel applications of modern
machine learning methods, satellite data, and high performance computing be used to make
development data more accessible?
The first chapter, "A Convolutional Neural Network Approach to Predict
Non Permissive Environments from Moderate Resolution Imagery", explores
the potential for deep learning methods leveraging satellite imagery to produce accurate
estimations of the risk of conflict fatality. Using Nigeria as a case study, 30 meter multi-
spectral imagery from Landsat 8 in 2014 was labeled with conflict event data from 2015.
For each known conflict event, an aggregation of imagery from the preceding year at the
location was labeled as either fatal or non-fatal based on whether any deaths resulted from
conflict. The imagery and labels were used to train a convolutional neural network (CNN)
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to predict the probability of a fatality resulting from a conflict event in 2015, based only
on 2014 imagery.
Validation using conflict events from 2015 that were withheld from training found that
the CNN could predict whether or not a conflict event at a given location would be fatal
with up to 80% accuracy. Findings showed that changes to the hyperparameters used to
tune the behavior of the CNN had minimal impact on overall performance. A comparison
of the sampling schemes used to produce training data showed that duplicating samples
outperformed generating additional unique samples in a grid around the set of original
locations.
The findings suggest that moderate resolution satellite imagery contains features de-
tectable by CNNs which are indicative of the risk of conflict fatalities. Given the promising
results, along with the success of related applications of the CNN-based methods to predict
poverty, crop yield, and infrastructure quality [104, 158, 215], further research to address
limitations of the work addressed in this chapter is warranted. Practical considerations
for the use of the work presented include the need for methods of identifying the physical
features driving predictions by the CNN, as well exploring the spatial and temporal scope
across which models can be used. Overall, this research provides evidence that CNNs can
be an effective tool for generating estimates of development indicators beyond those which
have been explored in existing literature.
The second chapter, "Spatiotemporal Prediction of Conflict Fatality Risk
Using Convolutional Neural Networks and Satellite Imagery", expanded on the
work from the previous chapter to test the ability of convolutional neural networks to
detect features from imagery associated with conflict fatality over time. Time series of
data enable monitoring and evaluation efforts by development organizations, and are a
critical component of research methods such as geospatial impact evaluations that assess
the impact of development projects and interventions [14]. Exploring the effectiveness of
CNNs at producing time series estimates fills a gap not yet explored by existing literature.
Using Nigeria as a case study, CNNs were trained using Landsat 8 imagery at six
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month or yearly intervals from either 2014, 2016, or 2018 to predict conflict fatality based
on ACLED locations at corresponding intervals in 2015, 2017, or 2019. 1200 CNNs were
produced across 15 distinct temporal pairs using either yearly or six month intervals of
data over the time series. Each temporal pair was tested using 16 different hyperparameter
combinations which varied the network depth, learning rate, gamma, and step size.
The optimal hyperparameter combination across all temporal pairs was identified based
on the accuracy of predictions using a validation dataset withheld from the training data.
The average accuracy across all tests using six month intervals was used to identify the best
performing six month pairs; using data from first and second half of each year (January-
June, July-December) to produce estimates for the corresponding time period the fol-
lowing year was found to outperform other combination of six month data (e.g., using
July-December 2014 to predict January-June 2015). The subset of CNNs identified based
on optimal hyperparameters and temporal pairs was used to produce receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curves, as well as the area under the curves (AUC) metric. These
visualizations and metrics provide insight into real world performance as defined by the
ability of the CNN to accurately predict true positive cases without excessive false pos-
itives. All tests were repeated five times using different splits of training and validation
data.
Findings showed that the models achieved an ROC AUC of approximately 80% when
using both six month and yearly intervals to generate estimates for 2015 and 2017, and
approximately 70% for 2019. Estimates based on the six month data dropped by about
3% on average for 2015 and 2017 predictions when compared to yearly estimates, and 6%
for 2019 predictions. The reduced performance in 2019 was shown to be associated with a
shift in the geographic distribution of conflict events in 2019, and suggests that the ability
of the CNN to detect features associated with conflict fatality may vary across regions.
Additionally, a broader range in performance seen across models trained using six
months of data indicates that limited training data may result in less stable models. While
geographic coverage and model stability at finer temporal intervals may be improved by
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increasing training data, potential real world applications would also require more robust
validation. Additional sources of conflict data could provide opportunities to further refine
model performance and validate results.
The third chapter, "GeoQuery: Integrating HPC Systems and Public Web-
based Geospatial Data Tools", presented the underlying methodologies used to imple-
ment a dynamic web application leveraging High Performance Computing to make a wide
range of geospatial data more accessible to researchers and decision makers. Efficiently lo-
cating and processing geospatial data available from a growing number of sources requires
technical capacity and computational resources not always available to researchers and
decision makers. Methods for integrating, processing, and distributing geospatial data in a
simple and easy to use format fills a need within the development community and enables
a broad audience to utilize geospatial data without additional training and resources.
This chapter introduced the wide range of data used within the development commu-
nity, and provided a simplified framework for integrating datasets. Measurement data from
satellite imagery, sensors, and other sources was standardized using raster or pixel based
representations. By leveraging boundary data such as administrative zones as a common
unit of observation, any measurement data could be aggregated to these units using zonal
statistic methods which summarizes pixel values within a boundary. A novel implementa-
tion of zonal statistics was introduced to improve accuracy and computational speed in a
high performance computing environment.
The available data and computational capacity are provided through a simple to use
interface that allows users to request data and receive a permanent web page for data
sharing and replication. All code used to prepare and process data by GeoQuery is publicly
available to ensure transparency and replicability of all data and processes. GeoQuery has
processed thousands of requests from users since it has been available, and data from
GeoQuery has been used to produce numerous reports and publications. These findings
suggest that by mediating the complexities of working with geospatial data, GeoQuery
reduces the barriers to entry and the related costs of incorporating geospatial data into
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research.
In closing, this dissertation makes three contributions to computational geography and
efforts using machine learning and high performance computing to provide researchers and
decision makers with geospatial data. The first chapter used convolutional neural networks
and satellite imagery to produce estimates of the risk of fatality from a conflict event at a
given location. The second chapter explored the ability of CNNs to predict conflict fatality
from satellite imagery over time at both six month and yearly intervals. The third chapter
introduced a new application for distributing geospatial data in an easy to use format by




This appendix section consists of a full confusion matrix (Table A.1) and associated per-
formance metrics (Table A.2) using varying thresholds for the models produced in Chapter
3.
A.1 Confusion Matrix
temporal version thresh tp tn fp fn
2016_h2_acled_2017_h2 v1001 0.3 0.879 0.484 0.516 0.121
2016_h2_acled_2017_h2 v1001 0.35 0.879 0.516 0.484 0.121
2016_h2_acled_2017_h2 v1001 0.4 0.879 0.548 0.452 0.121
2016_h2_acled_2017_h2 v1001 0.45 0.862 0.629 0.371 0.138
2016_h2_acled_2017_h2 v1001 0.5 0.845 0.645 0.355 0.155
2016_h2_acled_2017_h2 v1002 0.3 0.897 0.559 0.441 0.103
2016_h2_acled_2017_h2 v1002 0.35 0.845 0.627 0.373 0.155
2016_h2_acled_2017_h2 v1002 0.4 0.845 0.644 0.356 0.155
2016_h2_acled_2017_h2 v1002 0.45 0.845 0.661 0.339 0.155
2016_h2_acled_2017_h2 v1002 0.5 0.81 0.695 0.305 0.19
2016_h2_acled_2017_h2 v1003 0.3 0.947 0.346 0.654 0.053
2016_h2_acled_2017_h2 v1003 0.35 0.895 0.462 0.538 0.105
2016_h2_acled_2017_h2 v1003 0.4 0.895 0.519 0.481 0.105
2016_h2_acled_2017_h2 v1003 0.45 0.877 0.596 0.404 0.123
2016_h2_acled_2017_h2 v1003 0.5 0.842 0.654 0.346 0.158
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2016_h2_acled_2017_h2 v1004 0.3 0.914 0.582 0.418 0.086
2016_h2_acled_2017_h2 v1004 0.35 0.897 0.709 0.291 0.103
2016_h2_acled_2017_h2 v1004 0.4 0.879 0.745 0.255 0.121
2016_h2_acled_2017_h2 v1004 0.45 0.793 0.764 0.236 0.207
2016_h2_acled_2017_h2 v1004 0.5 0.707 0.855 0.145 0.293
2016_h2_acled_2017_h2 v100 0.3 0.877 0.517 0.483 0.123
2016_h2_acled_2017_h2 v100 0.35 0.825 0.6 0.4 0.175
2016_h2_acled_2017_h2 v100 0.4 0.825 0.617 0.383 0.175
2016_h2_acled_2017_h2 v100 0.45 0.807 0.617 0.383 0.193
2016_h2_acled_2017_h2 v100 0.5 0.807 0.667 0.333 0.193
2014_h2_acled_2015_h2 v1001 0.3 0.95 0.575 0.425 0.05
2014_h2_acled_2015_h2 v1001 0.35 0.925 0.675 0.325 0.075
2014_h2_acled_2015_h2 v1001 0.4 0.925 0.7 0.3 0.075
2014_h2_acled_2015_h2 v1001 0.45 0.875 0.7 0.3 0.125
2014_h2_acled_2015_h2 v1001 0.5 0.875 0.7 0.3 0.125
2014_h2_acled_2015_h2 v1002 0.3 0.821 0.632 0.368 0.179
2014_h2_acled_2015_h2 v1002 0.35 0.744 0.658 0.342 0.256
2014_h2_acled_2015_h2 v1002 0.4 0.692 0.658 0.342 0.308
2014_h2_acled_2015_h2 v1002 0.45 0.692 0.711 0.289 0.308
2014_h2_acled_2015_h2 v1002 0.5 0.667 0.789 0.211 0.333
2014_h2_acled_2015_h2 v1003 0.3 0.775 0.615 0.385 0.225
2014_h2_acled_2015_h2 v1003 0.35 0.725 0.744 0.256 0.275
2014_h2_acled_2015_h2 v1003 0.4 0.7 0.795 0.205 0.3
2014_h2_acled_2015_h2 v1003 0.45 0.675 0.795 0.205 0.325
2014_h2_acled_2015_h2 v1003 0.5 0.65 0.821 0.179 0.35
2014_h2_acled_2015_h2 v1004 0.3 0.825 0.61 0.39 0.175
2014_h2_acled_2015_h2 v1004 0.35 0.825 0.634 0.366 0.175
2014_h2_acled_2015_h2 v1004 0.4 0.775 0.659 0.341 0.225
2014_h2_acled_2015_h2 v1004 0.45 0.7 0.683 0.317 0.3
2014_h2_acled_2015_h2 v1004 0.5 0.7 0.683 0.317 0.3
2014_h2_acled_2015_h2 v100 0.3 0.9 0.576 0.424 0.1
2014_h2_acled_2015_h2 v100 0.35 0.9 0.697 0.303 0.1
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2014_h2_acled_2015_h2 v100 0.4 0.875 0.818 0.182 0.125
2014_h2_acled_2015_h2 v100 0.45 0.85 0.848 0.152 0.15
2014_h2_acled_2015_h2 v100 0.5 0.85 0.848 0.152 0.15
2014_all_acled_2015_all v1011 0.3 0.951 0.456 0.544 0.049
2014_all_acled_2015_all v1011 0.35 0.902 0.534 0.466 0.098
2014_all_acled_2015_all v1011 0.4 0.853 0.66 0.34 0.147
2014_all_acled_2015_all v1011 0.45 0.824 0.728 0.272 0.176
2014_all_acled_2015_all v1011 0.5 0.775 0.777 0.223 0.225
2014_all_acled_2015_all v1012 0.3 0.912 0.509 0.491 0.088
2014_all_acled_2015_all v1012 0.35 0.892 0.557 0.443 0.108
2014_all_acled_2015_all v1012 0.4 0.843 0.623 0.377 0.157
2014_all_acled_2015_all v1012 0.45 0.765 0.651 0.349 0.235
2014_all_acled_2015_all v1012 0.5 0.725 0.736 0.264 0.275
2014_all_acled_2015_all v1013 0.3 0.931 0.485 0.515 0.069
2014_all_acled_2015_all v1013 0.35 0.892 0.526 0.474 0.108
2014_all_acled_2015_all v1013 0.4 0.853 0.619 0.381 0.147
2014_all_acled_2015_all v1013 0.45 0.804 0.732 0.268 0.196
2014_all_acled_2015_all v1013 0.5 0.765 0.814 0.186 0.235
2014_all_acled_2015_all v1014 0.3 0.971 0.469 0.531 0.029
2014_all_acled_2015_all v1014 0.35 0.951 0.531 0.469 0.049
2014_all_acled_2015_all v1014 0.4 0.931 0.582 0.418 0.069
2014_all_acled_2015_all v1014 0.45 0.863 0.643 0.357 0.137
2014_all_acled_2015_all v1014 0.5 0.814 0.724 0.276 0.186
2014_all_acled_2015_all v101 0.3 0.922 0.529 0.471 0.078
2014_all_acled_2015_all v101 0.35 0.912 0.558 0.442 0.088
2014_all_acled_2015_all v101 0.4 0.873 0.587 0.413 0.127
2014_all_acled_2015_all v101 0.45 0.863 0.625 0.375 0.137
2014_all_acled_2015_all v101 0.5 0.755 0.692 0.308 0.245
2014_h1_acled_2015_h1 v1001 0.3 0.742 0.725 0.275 0.258
2014_h1_acled_2015_h1 v1001 0.35 0.726 0.739 0.261 0.274
2014_h1_acled_2015_h1 v1001 0.4 0.726 0.754 0.246 0.274
2014_h1_acled_2015_h1 v1001 0.45 0.726 0.768 0.232 0.274
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2014_h1_acled_2015_h1 v1001 0.5 0.726 0.783 0.217 0.274
2014_h1_acled_2015_h1 v1002 0.3 0.79 0.597 0.403 0.21
2014_h1_acled_2015_h1 v1002 0.35 0.79 0.645 0.355 0.21
2014_h1_acled_2015_h1 v1002 0.4 0.79 0.661 0.339 0.21
2014_h1_acled_2015_h1 v1002 0.45 0.774 0.726 0.274 0.226
2014_h1_acled_2015_h1 v1002 0.5 0.758 0.742 0.258 0.242
2014_h1_acled_2015_h1 v1003 0.3 0.81 0.623 0.377 0.19
2014_h1_acled_2015_h1 v1003 0.35 0.778 0.623 0.377 0.222
2014_h1_acled_2015_h1 v1003 0.4 0.762 0.672 0.328 0.238
2014_h1_acled_2015_h1 v1003 0.45 0.746 0.689 0.311 0.254
2014_h1_acled_2015_h1 v1003 0.5 0.73 0.689 0.311 0.27
2014_h1_acled_2015_h1 v1004 0.3 0.645 0.716 0.284 0.355
2014_h1_acled_2015_h1 v1004 0.35 0.629 0.731 0.269 0.371
2014_h1_acled_2015_h1 v1004 0.4 0.597 0.791 0.209 0.403
2014_h1_acled_2015_h1 v1004 0.45 0.581 0.806 0.194 0.419
2014_h1_acled_2015_h1 v1004 0.5 0.565 0.866 0.134 0.435
2014_h1_acled_2015_h1 v100 0.3 0.887 0.464 0.536 0.113
2014_h1_acled_2015_h1 v100 0.35 0.871 0.5 0.5 0.129
2014_h1_acled_2015_h1 v100 0.4 0.855 0.571 0.429 0.145
2014_h1_acled_2015_h1 v100 0.45 0.806 0.625 0.375 0.194
2014_h1_acled_2015_h1 v100 0.5 0.774 0.75 0.25 0.226
2018_h1_acled_2019_h1 v1001 0.3 0.708 0.5 0.5 0.292
2018_h1_acled_2019_h1 v1001 0.35 0.652 0.556 0.444 0.348
2018_h1_acled_2019_h1 v1001 0.4 0.618 0.611 0.389 0.382
2018_h1_acled_2019_h1 v1001 0.45 0.562 0.656 0.344 0.438
2018_h1_acled_2019_h1 v1001 0.5 0.551 0.722 0.278 0.449
2018_h1_acled_2019_h1 v1002 0.3 0.798 0.551 0.449 0.202
2018_h1_acled_2019_h1 v1002 0.35 0.764 0.551 0.449 0.236
2018_h1_acled_2019_h1 v1002 0.4 0.719 0.584 0.416 0.281
2018_h1_acled_2019_h1 v1002 0.45 0.685 0.618 0.382 0.315
2018_h1_acled_2019_h1 v1002 0.5 0.663 0.697 0.303 0.337
2018_h1_acled_2019_h1 v1003 0.3 0.843 0.371 0.629 0.157
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2018_h1_acled_2019_h1 v1003 0.35 0.831 0.416 0.584 0.169
2018_h1_acled_2019_h1 v1003 0.4 0.787 0.517 0.483 0.213
2018_h1_acled_2019_h1 v1003 0.45 0.764 0.562 0.438 0.236
2018_h1_acled_2019_h1 v1003 0.5 0.742 0.573 0.427 0.258
2018_h1_acled_2019_h1 v1004 0.3 0.867 0.333 0.667 0.133
2018_h1_acled_2019_h1 v1004 0.35 0.833 0.398 0.602 0.167
2018_h1_acled_2019_h1 v1004 0.4 0.811 0.43 0.57 0.189
2018_h1_acled_2019_h1 v1004 0.45 0.744 0.484 0.516 0.256
2018_h1_acled_2019_h1 v1004 0.5 0.711 0.548 0.452 0.289
2018_h1_acled_2019_h1 v100 0.3 0.876 0.443 0.557 0.124
2018_h1_acled_2019_h1 v100 0.35 0.831 0.545 0.455 0.169
2018_h1_acled_2019_h1 v100 0.4 0.809 0.58 0.42 0.191
2018_h1_acled_2019_h1 v100 0.45 0.775 0.602 0.398 0.225
2018_h1_acled_2019_h1 v100 0.5 0.764 0.67 0.33 0.236
2018_all_acled_2019_all v1011 0.3 0.743 0.503 0.497 0.257
2018_all_acled_2019_all v1011 0.35 0.694 0.531 0.469 0.306
2018_all_acled_2019_all v1011 0.4 0.667 0.559 0.441 0.333
2018_all_acled_2019_all v1011 0.45 0.625 0.614 0.386 0.375
2018_all_acled_2019_all v1011 0.5 0.611 0.676 0.324 0.389
2018_all_acled_2019_all v1012 0.3 0.972 0.239 0.761 0.028
2018_all_acled_2019_all v1012 0.35 0.951 0.331 0.669 0.049
2018_all_acled_2019_all v1012 0.4 0.917 0.486 0.514 0.083
2018_all_acled_2019_all v1012 0.45 0.882 0.606 0.394 0.118
2018_all_acled_2019_all v1012 0.5 0.729 0.711 0.289 0.271
2018_all_acled_2019_all v1013 0.3 0.917 0.329 0.671 0.083
2018_all_acled_2019_all v1013 0.35 0.896 0.4 0.6 0.104
2018_all_acled_2019_all v1013 0.4 0.833 0.465 0.535 0.167
2018_all_acled_2019_all v1013 0.45 0.771 0.548 0.452 0.229
2018_all_acled_2019_all v1013 0.5 0.722 0.632 0.368 0.278
2018_all_acled_2019_all v1014 0.3 0.855 0.385 0.615 0.145
2018_all_acled_2019_all v1014 0.35 0.814 0.413 0.587 0.186
2018_all_acled_2019_all v1014 0.4 0.779 0.455 0.545 0.221
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2018_all_acled_2019_all v1014 0.45 0.703 0.566 0.434 0.297
2018_all_acled_2019_all v1014 0.5 0.634 0.636 0.364 0.366
2018_all_acled_2019_all v101 0.3 0.951 0.338 0.662 0.049
2018_all_acled_2019_all v101 0.35 0.924 0.441 0.559 0.076
2018_all_acled_2019_all v101 0.4 0.882 0.531 0.469 0.118
2018_all_acled_2019_all v101 0.45 0.84 0.593 0.407 0.16
2018_all_acled_2019_all v101 0.5 0.757 0.641 0.359 0.243
2016_all_acled_2017_all v1011 0.3 0.957 0.291 0.709 0.043
2016_all_acled_2017_all v1011 0.35 0.94 0.325 0.675 0.06
2016_all_acled_2017_all v1011 0.4 0.915 0.41 0.59 0.085
2016_all_acled_2017_all v1011 0.45 0.872 0.521 0.479 0.128
2016_all_acled_2017_all v1011 0.5 0.821 0.641 0.359 0.179
2016_all_acled_2017_all v1012 0.3 0.847 0.648 0.352 0.153
2016_all_acled_2017_all v1012 0.35 0.788 0.697 0.303 0.212
2016_all_acled_2017_all v1012 0.4 0.78 0.738 0.262 0.22
2016_all_acled_2017_all v1012 0.45 0.763 0.779 0.221 0.237
2016_all_acled_2017_all v1012 0.5 0.737 0.803 0.197 0.263
2016_all_acled_2017_all v1013 0.3 0.829 0.645 0.355 0.171
2016_all_acled_2017_all v1013 0.35 0.803 0.685 0.315 0.197
2016_all_acled_2017_all v1013 0.4 0.795 0.734 0.266 0.205
2016_all_acled_2017_all v1013 0.45 0.769 0.774 0.226 0.231
2016_all_acled_2017_all v1013 0.5 0.769 0.79 0.21 0.231
2016_all_acled_2017_all v1014 0.3 0.803 0.653 0.347 0.197
2016_all_acled_2017_all v1014 0.35 0.803 0.669 0.331 0.197
2016_all_acled_2017_all v1014 0.4 0.778 0.702 0.298 0.222
2016_all_acled_2017_all v1014 0.45 0.744 0.727 0.273 0.256
2016_all_acled_2017_all v1014 0.5 0.718 0.785 0.215 0.282
2016_all_acled_2017_all v101 0.3 0.846 0.622 0.378 0.154
2016_all_acled_2017_all v101 0.35 0.821 0.63 0.37 0.179
2016_all_acled_2017_all v101 0.4 0.821 0.647 0.353 0.179
2016_all_acled_2017_all v101 0.45 0.795 0.681 0.319 0.205
2016_all_acled_2017_all v101 0.5 0.786 0.739 0.261 0.214
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2018_h2_acled_2019_h2 v1001 0.3 0.655 0.567 0.433 0.345
2018_h2_acled_2019_h2 v1001 0.35 0.655 0.633 0.367 0.345
2018_h2_acled_2019_h2 v1001 0.4 0.636 0.65 0.35 0.364
2018_h2_acled_2019_h2 v1001 0.45 0.6 0.7 0.3 0.4
2018_h2_acled_2019_h2 v1001 0.5 0.564 0.75 0.25 0.436
2018_h2_acled_2019_h2 v1002 0.3 0.704 0.49 0.51 0.296
2018_h2_acled_2019_h2 v1002 0.35 0.685 0.51 0.49 0.315
2018_h2_acled_2019_h2 v1002 0.4 0.63 0.569 0.431 0.37
2018_h2_acled_2019_h2 v1002 0.45 0.63 0.627 0.373 0.37
2018_h2_acled_2019_h2 v1002 0.5 0.593 0.686 0.314 0.407
2018_h2_acled_2019_h2 v1003 0.3 0.782 0.583 0.417 0.218
2018_h2_acled_2019_h2 v1003 0.35 0.764 0.625 0.375 0.236
2018_h2_acled_2019_h2 v1003 0.4 0.727 0.625 0.375 0.273
2018_h2_acled_2019_h2 v1003 0.45 0.636 0.667 0.333 0.364
2018_h2_acled_2019_h2 v1003 0.5 0.6 0.771 0.229 0.4
2018_h2_acled_2019_h2 v1004 0.3 0.8 0.328 0.672 0.2
2018_h2_acled_2019_h2 v1004 0.35 0.782 0.426 0.574 0.218
2018_h2_acled_2019_h2 v1004 0.4 0.745 0.492 0.508 0.255
2018_h2_acled_2019_h2 v1004 0.45 0.691 0.623 0.377 0.309
2018_h2_acled_2019_h2 v1004 0.5 0.564 0.721 0.279 0.436
2018_h2_acled_2019_h2 v100 0.3 0.709 0.537 0.463 0.291
2018_h2_acled_2019_h2 v100 0.35 0.673 0.593 0.407 0.327
2018_h2_acled_2019_h2 v100 0.4 0.655 0.611 0.389 0.345
2018_h2_acled_2019_h2 v100 0.45 0.636 0.63 0.37 0.364
2018_h2_acled_2019_h2 v100 0.5 0.564 0.722 0.278 0.436
2016_h1_acled_2017_h1 v1001 0.3 0.75 0.508 0.492 0.25
2016_h1_acled_2017_h1 v1001 0.35 0.733 0.576 0.424 0.267
2016_h1_acled_2017_h1 v1001 0.4 0.7 0.61 0.39 0.3
2016_h1_acled_2017_h1 v1001 0.45 0.7 0.661 0.339 0.3
2016_h1_acled_2017_h1 v1001 0.5 0.683 0.763 0.237 0.317
2016_h1_acled_2017_h1 v1002 0.3 0.933 0.475 0.525 0.067
2016_h1_acled_2017_h1 v1002 0.35 0.933 0.492 0.508 0.067
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2016_h1_acled_2017_h1 v1002 0.4 0.883 0.59 0.41 0.117
2016_h1_acled_2017_h1 v1002 0.45 0.883 0.639 0.361 0.117
2016_h1_acled_2017_h1 v1002 0.5 0.883 0.639 0.361 0.117
2016_h1_acled_2017_h1 v1003 0.3 0.833 0.542 0.458 0.167
2016_h1_acled_2017_h1 v1003 0.35 0.75 0.61 0.39 0.25
2016_h1_acled_2017_h1 v1003 0.4 0.717 0.678 0.322 0.283
2016_h1_acled_2017_h1 v1003 0.45 0.717 0.763 0.237 0.283
2016_h1_acled_2017_h1 v1003 0.5 0.717 0.814 0.186 0.283
2016_h1_acled_2017_h1 v1004 0.3 0.85 0.492 0.508 0.15
2016_h1_acled_2017_h1 v1004 0.35 0.783 0.525 0.475 0.217
2016_h1_acled_2017_h1 v1004 0.4 0.767 0.593 0.407 0.233
2016_h1_acled_2017_h1 v1004 0.45 0.767 0.61 0.39 0.233
2016_h1_acled_2017_h1 v1004 0.5 0.767 0.627 0.373 0.233
2016_h1_acled_2017_h1 v100 0.3 0.833 0.557 0.443 0.167
2016_h1_acled_2017_h1 v100 0.35 0.817 0.59 0.41 0.183
2016_h1_acled_2017_h1 v100 0.4 0.8 0.59 0.41 0.2
2016_h1_acled_2017_h1 v100 0.45 0.783 0.689 0.311 0.217
2016_h1_acled_2017_h1 v100 0.5 0.783 0.705 0.295 0.217
A.2 Performance Metrics
temporal version thresh accuracy precision recall f1
2016_h2_acled_2017_h2 v1001 0.3 0.675 0.614 0.879 0.723
2016_h2_acled_2017_h2 v1001 0.35 0.692 0.63 0.879 0.734
2016_h2_acled_2017_h2 v1001 0.4 0.708 0.646 0.879 0.745
2016_h2_acled_2017_h2 v1001 0.45 0.742 0.685 0.862 0.763
2016_h2_acled_2017_h2 v1001 0.5 0.742 0.69 0.845 0.76
2016_h2_acled_2017_h2 v1002 0.3 0.726 0.667 0.897 0.765
2016_h2_acled_2017_h2 v1002 0.35 0.735 0.69 0.845 0.76
2016_h2_acled_2017_h2 v1002 0.4 0.744 0.7 0.845 0.766
2016_h2_acled_2017_h2 v1002 0.45 0.752 0.71 0.845 0.772
2016_h2_acled_2017_h2 v1002 0.5 0.752 0.723 0.81 0.764
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2016_h2_acled_2017_h2 v1003 0.3 0.661 0.614 0.947 0.745
2016_h2_acled_2017_h2 v1003 0.35 0.688 0.646 0.895 0.75
2016_h2_acled_2017_h2 v1003 0.4 0.716 0.671 0.895 0.767
2016_h2_acled_2017_h2 v1003 0.45 0.743 0.704 0.877 0.781
2016_h2_acled_2017_h2 v1003 0.5 0.752 0.727 0.842 0.78
2016_h2_acled_2017_h2 v1004 0.3 0.752 0.697 0.914 0.791
2016_h2_acled_2017_h2 v1004 0.35 0.805 0.765 0.897 0.825
2016_h2_acled_2017_h2 v1004 0.4 0.814 0.785 0.879 0.829
2016_h2_acled_2017_h2 v1004 0.45 0.779 0.78 0.793 0.786
2016_h2_acled_2017_h2 v1004 0.5 0.779 0.837 0.707 0.766
2016_h2_acled_2017_h2 v100 0.3 0.692 0.633 0.877 0.735
2016_h2_acled_2017_h2 v100 0.35 0.709 0.662 0.825 0.734
2016_h2_acled_2017_h2 v100 0.4 0.718 0.671 0.825 0.74
2016_h2_acled_2017_h2 v100 0.45 0.709 0.667 0.807 0.73
2016_h2_acled_2017_h2 v100 0.5 0.735 0.697 0.807 0.748
2014_h2_acled_2015_h2 v1001 0.3 0.762 0.691 0.95 0.8
2014_h2_acled_2015_h2 v1001 0.35 0.8 0.74 0.925 0.822
2014_h2_acled_2015_h2 v1001 0.4 0.813 0.755 0.925 0.831
2014_h2_acled_2015_h2 v1001 0.45 0.787 0.745 0.875 0.805
2014_h2_acled_2015_h2 v1001 0.5 0.787 0.745 0.875 0.805
2014_h2_acled_2015_h2 v1002 0.3 0.727 0.696 0.821 0.753
2014_h2_acled_2015_h2 v1002 0.35 0.701 0.69 0.744 0.716
2014_h2_acled_2015_h2 v1002 0.4 0.675 0.675 0.692 0.684
2014_h2_acled_2015_h2 v1002 0.45 0.701 0.711 0.692 0.701
2014_h2_acled_2015_h2 v1002 0.5 0.727 0.765 0.667 0.712
2014_h2_acled_2015_h2 v1003 0.3 0.696 0.674 0.775 0.721
2014_h2_acled_2015_h2 v1003 0.35 0.734 0.744 0.725 0.734
2014_h2_acled_2015_h2 v1003 0.4 0.747 0.778 0.7 0.737
2014_h2_acled_2015_h2 v1003 0.45 0.734 0.771 0.675 0.72
2014_h2_acled_2015_h2 v1003 0.5 0.734 0.788 0.65 0.712
2014_h2_acled_2015_h2 v1004 0.3 0.716 0.673 0.825 0.742
2014_h2_acled_2015_h2 v1004 0.35 0.728 0.688 0.825 0.75
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2014_h2_acled_2015_h2 v1004 0.4 0.716 0.689 0.775 0.729
2014_h2_acled_2015_h2 v1004 0.45 0.691 0.683 0.7 0.691
2014_h2_acled_2015_h2 v1004 0.5 0.691 0.683 0.7 0.691
2014_h2_acled_2015_h2 v100 0.3 0.753 0.72 0.9 0.8
2014_h2_acled_2015_h2 v100 0.35 0.808 0.783 0.9 0.837
2014_h2_acled_2015_h2 v100 0.4 0.849 0.854 0.875 0.864
2014_h2_acled_2015_h2 v100 0.45 0.849 0.872 0.85 0.861
2014_h2_acled_2015_h2 v100 0.5 0.849 0.872 0.85 0.861
2014_all_acled_2015_all v1011 0.3 0.702 0.634 0.951 0.761
2014_all_acled_2015_all v1011 0.35 0.717 0.657 0.902 0.76
2014_all_acled_2015_all v1011 0.4 0.756 0.713 0.853 0.777
2014_all_acled_2015_all v1011 0.45 0.776 0.75 0.824 0.785
2014_all_acled_2015_all v1011 0.5 0.776 0.775 0.775 0.775
2014_all_acled_2015_all v1012 0.3 0.707 0.641 0.912 0.753
2014_all_acled_2015_all v1012 0.35 0.721 0.659 0.892 0.758
2014_all_acled_2015_all v1012 0.4 0.731 0.683 0.843 0.754
2014_all_acled_2015_all v1012 0.45 0.707 0.678 0.765 0.719
2014_all_acled_2015_all v1012 0.5 0.731 0.725 0.725 0.725
2014_all_acled_2015_all v1013 0.3 0.714 0.655 0.931 0.769
2014_all_acled_2015_all v1013 0.35 0.714 0.664 0.892 0.762
2014_all_acled_2015_all v1013 0.4 0.739 0.702 0.853 0.77
2014_all_acled_2015_all v1013 0.45 0.769 0.759 0.804 0.781
2014_all_acled_2015_all v1013 0.5 0.789 0.813 0.765 0.788
2014_all_acled_2015_all v1014 0.3 0.725 0.656 0.971 0.783
2014_all_acled_2015_all v1014 0.35 0.745 0.678 0.951 0.792
2014_all_acled_2015_all v1014 0.4 0.76 0.699 0.931 0.798
2014_all_acled_2015_all v1014 0.45 0.755 0.715 0.863 0.782
2014_all_acled_2015_all v1014 0.5 0.77 0.755 0.814 0.783
2014_all_acled_2015_all v101 0.3 0.723 0.657 0.922 0.767
2014_all_acled_2015_all v101 0.35 0.733 0.669 0.912 0.772
2014_all_acled_2015_all v101 0.4 0.728 0.674 0.873 0.761
2014_all_acled_2015_all v101 0.45 0.743 0.693 0.863 0.769
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2014_all_acled_2015_all v101 0.5 0.723 0.706 0.755 0.73
2014_h1_acled_2015_h1 v1001 0.3 0.733 0.708 0.742 0.724
2014_h1_acled_2015_h1 v1001 0.35 0.733 0.714 0.726 0.72
2014_h1_acled_2015_h1 v1001 0.4 0.74 0.726 0.726 0.726
2014_h1_acled_2015_h1 v1001 0.45 0.748 0.738 0.726 0.732
2014_h1_acled_2015_h1 v1001 0.5 0.756 0.75 0.726 0.738
2014_h1_acled_2015_h1 v1002 0.3 0.694 0.662 0.79 0.721
2014_h1_acled_2015_h1 v1002 0.35 0.718 0.69 0.79 0.737
2014_h1_acled_2015_h1 v1002 0.4 0.726 0.7 0.79 0.742
2014_h1_acled_2015_h1 v1002 0.45 0.75 0.738 0.774 0.756
2014_h1_acled_2015_h1 v1002 0.5 0.75 0.746 0.758 0.752
2014_h1_acled_2015_h1 v1003 0.3 0.718 0.689 0.81 0.745
2014_h1_acled_2015_h1 v1003 0.35 0.702 0.681 0.778 0.726
2014_h1_acled_2015_h1 v1003 0.4 0.718 0.706 0.762 0.733
2014_h1_acled_2015_h1 v1003 0.45 0.718 0.712 0.746 0.729
2014_h1_acled_2015_h1 v1003 0.5 0.71 0.708 0.73 0.719
2014_h1_acled_2015_h1 v1004 0.3 0.682 0.678 0.645 0.661
2014_h1_acled_2015_h1 v1004 0.35 0.682 0.684 0.629 0.655
2014_h1_acled_2015_h1 v1004 0.4 0.698 0.725 0.597 0.655
2014_h1_acled_2015_h1 v1004 0.45 0.698 0.735 0.581 0.649
2014_h1_acled_2015_h1 v1004 0.5 0.721 0.795 0.565 0.66
2014_h1_acled_2015_h1 v100 0.3 0.686 0.647 0.887 0.748
2014_h1_acled_2015_h1 v100 0.35 0.695 0.659 0.871 0.75
2014_h1_acled_2015_h1 v100 0.4 0.72 0.688 0.855 0.763
2014_h1_acled_2015_h1 v100 0.45 0.72 0.704 0.806 0.752
2014_h1_acled_2015_h1 v100 0.5 0.763 0.774 0.774 0.774
2018_h1_acled_2019_h1 v1001 0.3 0.603 0.583 0.708 0.64
2018_h1_acled_2019_h1 v1001 0.35 0.603 0.592 0.652 0.62
2018_h1_acled_2019_h1 v1001 0.4 0.615 0.611 0.618 0.615
2018_h1_acled_2019_h1 v1001 0.45 0.609 0.617 0.562 0.588
2018_h1_acled_2019_h1 v1001 0.5 0.637 0.662 0.551 0.601
2018_h1_acled_2019_h1 v1002 0.3 0.674 0.64 0.798 0.71
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2018_h1_acled_2019_h1 v1002 0.35 0.657 0.63 0.764 0.69
2018_h1_acled_2019_h1 v1002 0.4 0.652 0.634 0.719 0.674
2018_h1_acled_2019_h1 v1002 0.45 0.652 0.642 0.685 0.663
2018_h1_acled_2019_h1 v1002 0.5 0.68 0.686 0.663 0.674
2018_h1_acled_2019_h1 v1003 0.3 0.607 0.573 0.843 0.682
2018_h1_acled_2019_h1 v1003 0.35 0.624 0.587 0.831 0.688
2018_h1_acled_2019_h1 v1003 0.4 0.652 0.619 0.787 0.693
2018_h1_acled_2019_h1 v1003 0.45 0.663 0.636 0.764 0.694
2018_h1_acled_2019_h1 v1003 0.5 0.657 0.635 0.742 0.684
2018_h1_acled_2019_h1 v1004 0.3 0.596 0.557 0.867 0.678
2018_h1_acled_2019_h1 v1004 0.35 0.612 0.573 0.833 0.679
2018_h1_acled_2019_h1 v1004 0.4 0.617 0.579 0.811 0.676
2018_h1_acled_2019_h1 v1004 0.45 0.612 0.583 0.744 0.654
2018_h1_acled_2019_h1 v1004 0.5 0.628 0.604 0.711 0.653
2018_h1_acled_2019_h1 v100 0.3 0.661 0.614 0.876 0.722
2018_h1_acled_2019_h1 v100 0.35 0.689 0.649 0.831 0.729
2018_h1_acled_2019_h1 v100 0.4 0.695 0.661 0.809 0.727
2018_h1_acled_2019_h1 v100 0.45 0.689 0.663 0.775 0.715
2018_h1_acled_2019_h1 v100 0.5 0.718 0.701 0.764 0.731
2018_all_acled_2019_all v1011 0.3 0.623 0.598 0.743 0.663
2018_all_acled_2019_all v1011 0.35 0.612 0.595 0.694 0.641
2018_all_acled_2019_all v1011 0.4 0.612 0.6 0.667 0.632
2018_all_acled_2019_all v1011 0.45 0.619 0.616 0.625 0.621
2018_all_acled_2019_all v1011 0.5 0.644 0.652 0.611 0.631
2018_all_acled_2019_all v1012 0.3 0.608 0.565 0.972 0.714
2018_all_acled_2019_all v1012 0.35 0.643 0.591 0.951 0.729
2018_all_acled_2019_all v1012 0.4 0.703 0.644 0.917 0.756
2018_all_acled_2019_all v1012 0.45 0.745 0.694 0.882 0.777
2018_all_acled_2019_all v1012 0.5 0.72 0.719 0.729 0.724
2018_all_acled_2019_all v1013 0.3 0.612 0.559 0.917 0.695
2018_all_acled_2019_all v1013 0.35 0.639 0.581 0.896 0.705
2018_all_acled_2019_all v1013 0.4 0.642 0.591 0.833 0.692
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2018_all_acled_2019_all v1013 0.45 0.656 0.613 0.771 0.683
2018_all_acled_2019_all v1013 0.5 0.676 0.646 0.722 0.682
2018_all_acled_2019_all v1014 0.3 0.622 0.585 0.855 0.695
2018_all_acled_2019_all v1014 0.35 0.615 0.584 0.814 0.68
2018_all_acled_2019_all v1014 0.4 0.618 0.592 0.779 0.673
2018_all_acled_2019_all v1014 0.45 0.635 0.622 0.703 0.66
2018_all_acled_2019_all v1014 0.5 0.635 0.639 0.634 0.637
2018_all_acled_2019_all v101 0.3 0.644 0.588 0.951 0.727
2018_all_acled_2019_all v101 0.35 0.682 0.621 0.924 0.743
2018_all_acled_2019_all v101 0.4 0.706 0.651 0.882 0.749
2018_all_acled_2019_all v101 0.45 0.716 0.672 0.84 0.747
2018_all_acled_2019_all v101 0.5 0.699 0.677 0.757 0.715
2016_all_acled_2017_all v1011 0.3 0.624 0.574 0.957 0.718
2016_all_acled_2017_all v1011 0.35 0.632 0.582 0.94 0.719
2016_all_acled_2017_all v1011 0.4 0.662 0.608 0.915 0.73
2016_all_acled_2017_all v1011 0.45 0.697 0.646 0.872 0.742
2016_all_acled_2017_all v1011 0.5 0.731 0.696 0.821 0.753
2016_all_acled_2017_all v1012 0.3 0.746 0.699 0.847 0.766
2016_all_acled_2017_all v1012 0.35 0.742 0.715 0.788 0.75
2016_all_acled_2017_all v1012 0.4 0.758 0.742 0.78 0.76
2016_all_acled_2017_all v1012 0.45 0.771 0.769 0.763 0.766
2016_all_acled_2017_all v1012 0.5 0.771 0.784 0.737 0.76
2016_all_acled_2017_all v1013 0.3 0.734 0.688 0.829 0.752
2016_all_acled_2017_all v1013 0.35 0.743 0.707 0.803 0.752
2016_all_acled_2017_all v1013 0.4 0.763 0.738 0.795 0.765
2016_all_acled_2017_all v1013 0.45 0.772 0.763 0.769 0.766
2016_all_acled_2017_all v1013 0.5 0.78 0.776 0.769 0.773
2016_all_acled_2017_all v1014 0.3 0.727 0.691 0.803 0.743
2016_all_acled_2017_all v1014 0.35 0.735 0.701 0.803 0.749
2016_all_acled_2017_all v1014 0.4 0.739 0.717 0.778 0.746
2016_all_acled_2017_all v1014 0.45 0.735 0.725 0.744 0.734
2016_all_acled_2017_all v1014 0.5 0.752 0.764 0.718 0.74
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2016_all_acled_2017_all v101 0.3 0.733 0.688 0.846 0.759
2016_all_acled_2017_all v101 0.35 0.725 0.686 0.821 0.747
2016_all_acled_2017_all v101 0.4 0.733 0.696 0.821 0.753
2016_all_acled_2017_all v101 0.45 0.737 0.71 0.795 0.75
2016_all_acled_2017_all v101 0.5 0.763 0.748 0.786 0.767
2018_h2_acled_2019_h2 v1001 0.3 0.609 0.581 0.655 0.615
2018_h2_acled_2019_h2 v1001 0.35 0.643 0.621 0.655 0.637
2018_h2_acled_2019_h2 v1001 0.4 0.643 0.625 0.636 0.631
2018_h2_acled_2019_h2 v1001 0.45 0.652 0.647 0.6 0.623
2018_h2_acled_2019_h2 v1001 0.5 0.661 0.674 0.564 0.614
2018_h2_acled_2019_h2 v1002 0.3 0.6 0.594 0.704 0.644
2018_h2_acled_2019_h2 v1002 0.35 0.6 0.597 0.685 0.638
2018_h2_acled_2019_h2 v1002 0.4 0.6 0.607 0.63 0.618
2018_h2_acled_2019_h2 v1002 0.45 0.629 0.642 0.63 0.636
2018_h2_acled_2019_h2 v1002 0.5 0.638 0.667 0.593 0.627
2018_h2_acled_2019_h2 v1003 0.3 0.689 0.683 0.782 0.729
2018_h2_acled_2019_h2 v1003 0.35 0.699 0.7 0.764 0.73
2018_h2_acled_2019_h2 v1003 0.4 0.68 0.69 0.727 0.708
2018_h2_acled_2019_h2 v1003 0.45 0.65 0.686 0.636 0.66
2018_h2_acled_2019_h2 v1003 0.5 0.68 0.75 0.6 0.667
2018_h2_acled_2019_h2 v1004 0.3 0.552 0.518 0.8 0.629
2018_h2_acled_2019_h2 v1004 0.35 0.595 0.551 0.782 0.647
2018_h2_acled_2019_h2 v1004 0.4 0.612 0.569 0.745 0.646
2018_h2_acled_2019_h2 v1004 0.45 0.655 0.623 0.691 0.655
2018_h2_acled_2019_h2 v1004 0.5 0.647 0.646 0.564 0.602
2018_h2_acled_2019_h2 v100 0.3 0.624 0.609 0.709 0.655
2018_h2_acled_2019_h2 v100 0.35 0.633 0.627 0.673 0.649
2018_h2_acled_2019_h2 v100 0.4 0.633 0.632 0.655 0.643
2018_h2_acled_2019_h2 v100 0.45 0.633 0.636 0.636 0.636
2018_h2_acled_2019_h2 v100 0.5 0.642 0.674 0.564 0.614
2016_h1_acled_2017_h1 v1001 0.3 0.63 0.608 0.75 0.672
2016_h1_acled_2017_h1 v1001 0.35 0.655 0.638 0.733 0.682
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2016_h1_acled_2017_h1 v1001 0.4 0.655 0.646 0.7 0.672
2016_h1_acled_2017_h1 v1001 0.45 0.681 0.677 0.7 0.689
2016_h1_acled_2017_h1 v1001 0.5 0.723 0.745 0.683 0.713
2016_h1_acled_2017_h1 v1002 0.3 0.702 0.636 0.933 0.757
2016_h1_acled_2017_h1 v1002 0.35 0.711 0.644 0.933 0.762
2016_h1_acled_2017_h1 v1002 0.4 0.736 0.679 0.883 0.768
2016_h1_acled_2017_h1 v1002 0.45 0.76 0.707 0.883 0.785
2016_h1_acled_2017_h1 v1002 0.5 0.76 0.707 0.883 0.785
2016_h1_acled_2017_h1 v1003 0.3 0.689 0.649 0.833 0.73
2016_h1_acled_2017_h1 v1003 0.35 0.681 0.662 0.75 0.703
2016_h1_acled_2017_h1 v1003 0.4 0.697 0.694 0.717 0.705
2016_h1_acled_2017_h1 v1003 0.45 0.739 0.754 0.717 0.735
2016_h1_acled_2017_h1 v1003 0.5 0.765 0.796 0.717 0.754
2016_h1_acled_2017_h1 v1004 0.3 0.672 0.63 0.85 0.723
2016_h1_acled_2017_h1 v1004 0.35 0.655 0.627 0.783 0.696
2016_h1_acled_2017_h1 v1004 0.4 0.681 0.657 0.767 0.708
2016_h1_acled_2017_h1 v1004 0.45 0.689 0.667 0.767 0.713
2016_h1_acled_2017_h1 v1004 0.5 0.697 0.676 0.767 0.719
2016_h1_acled_2017_h1 v100 0.3 0.694 0.649 0.833 0.73
2016_h1_acled_2017_h1 v100 0.35 0.702 0.662 0.817 0.731
2016_h1_acled_2017_h1 v100 0.4 0.694 0.658 0.8 0.722
2016_h1_acled_2017_h1 v100 0.45 0.736 0.712 0.783 0.746
2016_h1_acled_2017_h1 v100 0.5 0.744 0.723 0.783 0.752
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A.3 ROC Curves
Figure A.1: ROC curve produced from model train on 2014 imagery to predict the
probability of a fatality if there is a conflict event in 2015.
Figure A.2: ROC curve produced from model train on 2015 imagery to predict the
probability of a fatality if there is a conflict event in 2016.
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Figure A.3: ROC curve produced from model train on 2018 imagery to predict the
probability of a fatality if there is a conflict event in 2019.
Figure A.4: ROC curve produced from model train on 2014 h1 imagery to predict the
probability of a fatality if there is a conflict event in 2015 h1.
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Figure A.5: ROC curve produced from model train on 2014 h2 imagery to predict the
probability of a fatality if there is a conflict event in 2015 h2.
Figure A.6: ROC curve produced from model train on 2016 h1 imagery to predict the
probability of a fatality if there is a conflict event in 2017 h1.
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Figure A.7: ROC curve produced from model train on 2016 h2 imagery to predict the
probability of a fatality if there is a conflict event in 2017 h2.
Figure A.8: ROC curve produced from model train on 2018 h1 imagery to predict the
probability of a fatality if there is a conflict event in 2019 h1.
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Figure A.9: ROC curve produced from model train on 2018 h2 imagery to predict the
probability of a fatality if there is a conflict event in 2019 h2.
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